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Sum m ary
This is a theoretical and computational study of strain and internal (spontaneous and 
piezoelectric) electrostatic fields in quantum wells and dots. The uncertainties in the 
values of elastic stiffness and piezoelectric properties of GaN and InN are discussed 
and the preferable route for estimating the piezoelectric tensor elements of an alloy is 
described. Fully electromechanically-coupled expressions for strain and internal field 
in single or multiple quantum wells are presented, and it is demonstrated that elec­
tromechanical coupling is a small effect in InGaN/GaN quantum wells. In simulations 
of various InGaN/GaN quantum well devices in the literature, the PZ tensor values 
of Shimada et al{J Appl Phys 84:4951, 1998) provide the best fit to experiment. A 
smooth In gradient in the growth direction of an InGaN/GaN quantum well is shown 
to have no appreciable effect on the emission energy. The usefulness of three recent nu­
merical Green’s function methods for calculating strain and internal field in Ill-nitride 
quantum dots is assessed, including that of Pan and Tonon (Int J  Solids and Structures 
37:943, 2000); spontaneous polarisation is found to be more important than electrome­
chanical coupling in these systems, so the Pan method is of limited use. Finally, to try 
to explain the fast rate of diffusion of C in Si, the method of Faux and Pearson {Phys 
Rev B  62:R4798, 2000) is used to estimate the strain interaction energy between point 
defects in Si. Such energy is seen to be negligible compared to thermal energy. The 
energies conform with those from an atomistic simulation, and the sign of the energy 
depends on the orientation of the pair of defects.
K ey  w ords: Semiconductor; Nanostructure; Quantum well; Quantum dot; Strain; 
Green’s function; Piezoelectric; Electromechanical coupling.
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C hapter 1
Introduction
1.1 N itrid e sem iconductors
This study of nanostructures focuses on the so-called Ill-nitride semiconductors, GaN, 
InN and AIN. These materials first came to prominence in the 1990s and have received 
much attention due to their wide bandgap (3.5 eV for GaN, 6.25 eV for AIN) which 
means that for the first time LEDs and lasers could emit light at the blue end of the 
spectrum. The short wavelength implies high resolution, which enables more informa­
tion than ever before to be stored on a DVD read by a blue laser. Also, for the first time 
LEDs could produce white light, either by emitting blue light to excite phosphors at 
three different wavelengths, or from layers of quantum dots emitting at complementary 
wavelengths[109].
Nitride semiconductors exhibit strong spontaneous and piezoelectric polarisation (see 
Chapter 2) which leads to very large internal electrostatic fields (up to 3 MV/cm - 
ten times larger than conventional III-V semiconductors[20]) in heterostructures in the 
(0001) orientation (although some orientations are not piezoelectric[80]). Unlike con­
ventional zincblende III-V semiconductors such as GaAs, III-N compounds normally 
crystallise in the wurtzite phase with hexagonal symmetry, although a zincblende struc­
ture is also possible (see Section 2.2).
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1.2 N anostructures and their density  o f sta tes
This thesis is about nanostructures, that is, devices that have at least one dimension 
of the order of a few nanometres wide, comparable with the de Broglie wavelength 
of a typical electron at room temperature, which means that quantum mechanics can 
usefully be applied to them. Nanostructures include quantum wells and quantum dots, 
which are studied in this project (quantum wires are nanostructures that are small in 
two dimensions, but they are not considered here).
A quantum well is a layer of semiconductor a few nanometres thick, sandwiched between 
barriers of a higher-bandgap material. Electrons and holes confined within the layer 
are free to move only in two dimensions. A quantum dot is like a quantum well but 
every dimension is small; electrons and holes are confined in every direction.
W hat distinguishes the properties of nanostructures from those of bulk samples is the 
density of states of their carriers (see Figure 1.1). An ideal quantum dot is like an 
isolated atom in that only certain discrete energy levels are allowed. With each addi­
tional degree of confinement the probability of an electron or hole occupying an energy 
state other than the lowest is decreased, which increases the efficiency of semiconductor 
lasers [99].
1.3 A pplications o f nanostructures
The material composition of a nanostructure can be modulated almost on an atomic 
scale, which allows the strain, band structure and optoelectronic properties of a device 
to be tailor-made for an application[99, 50]. The emission energy of quantum dots can 
be tuned by adjusting the size and composition of the dots and the composition of the 
barrier [93].
Quantum wells and dots can be used to make light-emitting diodes (LEDs)[23, 70] 
and lasers[148, 8]. As the dimensionality of an ideal nanostructure laser reduces (from
1.4. Growth o f quantum wells and dots
Energy
Figure 1.1: Sketch of density of states versus energy in an ideal quantum dot (dotted 
lines), quantum well (solid line) and bulk material (dashed line).
bulk to well to wire to dot) the gain is predicted to increase and threshold current 
to reduce[93]. Quantum dot lasers are predicted to have good modulation dynamics 
and spectral properties[12] and good temperature stability[93]. There is much interest 
in the prospect of using quantum dots as qubits in quantum computing[83]. Other 
applications of nanostructures include photodetectors[29] and optical amplifiers[93].
1.4 G row th o f quantum  w ells and dots
There are two main methods of growing semiconductors. In molecular beam epitaxy, 
homoatomic molecules such as Ga and As2 are evaporated from solid sources and 
directed towards a heated substrate. Vapour phase epitaxy uses heteroatomic gases 
such as NH3[12). In both cases the growth is founded on a substrate. GaN substrates 
are difficult to grow, so GaN is usually grown on a sapphire substrate[31]. The lattice 
mismatch (see Section 2.5.4) between the sapphire and GaN gives rise to strain, which 
is relieved by dislocations. A buffer layer of GaN or AIN grown on the substrate at a
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relatively low temperature improves the quality of the layer above[58],
Quantum wells are grown by simply changing the gas or vapour material in the beam 
after a certain thickness has been grown on the substrate. Quantum dots were first 
observed in the mid-1980s[59] and are self-assembling. A few monolayers of the dot 
material (the wetting layer) are deposited on top of the higher-bandgap matrix material; 
if there is lattice mismatch between the two materials, droplets (quantum dots) emerge 
from the wetting layer to relieve the strain [22] (this strain relief may make it easier to 
fabricate defect-free quantum dots than quantum wells). Another layer of the matrix 
material is grown on top, and the whole cycle may be repeated with further layers of 
dots.
The first GaN quantum dots were made in the late 1990s[37, 151].
1.5 Size and shape o f quantum  dots
InAS/GaAs dots are typically 10 to 20 nm across by 3 to 10 nm high in the growth 
direction [56]. Arlery[9] observed AIN/GaN dots to be truncated hexagonal-based pyra­
mids, 15 nm wide, with a height of 3 nm. For InGaN/GaN dots a range of diameters is 
reported, from 3 nm[79] to 35 nm[129]; the height in the growth direction is consistently 
about 3 or 4 nm[79, 129].
1.6 Strain in nanostructures
Because of the lattice mismatch between the dot (or well) and the matrix (or barrier) 
(see Section 2.5.4), there is a strain field in and around a dot or well. An understand­
ing of strain is important because strain affects the piezoelectric (PZ) field inside the 
nanostructure (Section 2.8), it affects the band structure via deformation potentials 
(Section 2.6) and it also affects the formation of dots themselves[91].
1.7. Evaluating strain in nanostructures
In terms of strain, it may be energetically favourable for a second layer of dots to form 
immediately above each dot in the layer below[138, 151, 72, 73], or in the interstices 
between the dots below[121], depending on the spacing between layers of dots. The 
lateral ordering increases with each successive layer[138].
1,7 E valuating strain  in nanostructures
Strain can be measured by transmission electron microscopy, which is capable of atomic- 
scale resolution [82, 149].
Broadly speaking there are two approaches for calculating strain. One can treat a sys­
tem as an assembly of atoms[35, 154, 87] or as a continuum. Saito and Arakawa[118] 
used a valence-force-field, atomistic model (whereby the strain energy as a function 
of atom bond lengths and bond angles is minimised) to calculate the strain in InGaN 
quantum dots. One of the disadvantages of atomistic methods is that there is a severe 
limitation on the size of a system that can be modelled in a reasonable amount of com­
puter time; periodic boundary conditions effectively increase the size but they introduce 
the fiction that the system is an infinite array of identical cells. Continuum approaches 
include finite element[132, 108, 115] methods, which are useful for modelling complex 
shapes, boundary-element methods[158] and finite difference methods to minimise the 
energy[61, 72, 73]. De Caro and Tapfer[41] calculated the strain in heterostructures of 
arbitrary orientation by applying boundary conditions at the interface and minimising 
the strain energy density analytically. Since dots tend to form regular arrays, Fourier 
methods can be useful (often in conjunction with Green’s functions) to model the strain 
field and wave functions[121, 5, 6, 7] . Green’s function methods (often based on the 
seminal work of Eshelby[49]) are widely used[46, 38, 39, 106, 104, 51, 50]. The advan­
tages of Green’s functions are that they are quick to compute and adaptable to many 
systems.
Of the authors cited above as using continuum methods, Downes et aZ[46], Davies [38, 39] 
and Pearson and Faux[106] neglect the anisotropy of the material. While this approach
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aids the development of analytic solutions, it is of limited accuracy for Ill-nitrides, 
with their hexagonal anisotropy. Tadic et al found that in InP/InG aP dots electron 
and hole energies are underestimated if the isotropic approximation is used [132]. Faux 
and Pearson[51] developed a Green’s function method of calculating strain in quantum 
dots in materials with cubic anisotropy, based on the work of Mura and Kinoshita[95], 
and the method was explored and tested further by Faux and Christmas in 2005 [50].
Most if not all of the above methods ignore the converse piezoelectric effect, whereby 
an electric field gives rise to stress, but in 2000 Pan and Tonon presented a fully 
electromechanically coupled model to describe strain and piezoelectric field in quantum 
dots[104, 102]. It is powerful and adaptable to many materials and geometries, but it 
neglects spontaneous polarisation, which is an important feature of Ill-nitrides.
1.8 Internal fields in nanostructures
It is important to evaluate the internal (piezoelectric and spontaneous) field in a nanos­
tructure because it affects the optical properties in several ways. It causes a redshift 
in the emission energy[144] (see Figure 4.4); this decreases with increasing excitation 
intensity, due to screening[161] (see Section 4.3.2). It causes spatial separation of elec­
trons and holes (see Figure 4.4) and hence a reduction in emission intensity. Both of 
these effects are more pronounced in wide wells[161] or large dots. Also long radia­
tive decay times [144] mean carriers are more likely to recombine non-radiatively on 
dislocations.
1.9 E valuating p iezoelectric fields in nanostructures
Piezoelectric (PZ) fields in nanostructures have been studied by photoreflectance[150, 
45], contacted electroreflectance[74], photoluminescence[134, 64] and piezoresponse force 
microscopy[116]. PZ field can be inferred from the blueshift with increasing excitation 
intensity[134, 86, 80], indicating a screening effect (see Section 4.3.2 - however such
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an effect lias also been attributed to In-rich islands in InGaN wells[146]). PZ field 
can be deduced from blueshift in electrotransmission spectra with increasing reverse 
bias[135, 81, 74], from redshift with increasing well width[64] or from the dependence 
of emission energy on applied pressure[136]. An internal field implies a sheet of charge 
at each heterojunction interface (see Section 2.4); this charge density was measured by 
capacitance-voltage profiling by Zhang et aü[160] and by Ambacher et a/[3].
Calculation of PZ fields usually relies on evaluation of the PZ tensor elements (see 
Section 2.8 for a definition and Section 3.3 for methods of evaluating the tensor). The 
PZ polarisation is substituted into the Poisson equation (Equation 2.37), which can 
then be solved for potential, by finite difference[118] or some other method (in the 
case of quantum wells it can often be solved analytically; see Section 4.2). This is a 
semi-coupled rather than a fully electromechanically coupled approach (see Section 2.8) 
and takes no account of the strain-dependence of the PZ tensor[123, 17] but it is the 
standard procedure[42, 67, 118]. However Pan et ars[104, 102] method of calculating 
PZ field (see Section 1.7) does incorporate full electromechanical coupling. Where large 
numbers of charge-carriers are present the charge distribution and the wave function 
are interdependent and Schrodinger’s equation and the Poisson equation must be solved 
in a self-consistent manner[90, 115].
1.10 C alculation  o f strain  and internal fields in I ll-n itr id e  
dots
The methods used to calculate strain and PZ fields in general have been outlined in the 
previous sections. Some specific applications of such methods to Hl-nitride quantum 
dots are now reviewed (the emphasis is on dots rather than wells because the fields in 
wells can often be calculated analytically with simple expressions, as shown in Chapter
4).
Certain important features of Ill-nitride quantum dots need to be taken into account
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in any model of their strain and internal fields. They are the hexagonal anisotropy of 
the material, spontaneous polarisation and the two-way coupling between strain and 
electric field. All of these concepts are explained in more detail in Chapter 2.
Andreev and O’Reilly used a Fourier-transform, Green’s function method to model 
the strain, internal field and electronic structure of XnGaN/AlGaN[6] and GaN/AIN[7] 
quantum dots. Jogai[73] calculated the PZ polarisation in InN/AIN dots, based on a 
calculation of the strain field by minimising the Helmholtz free energy using a finite- 
difference method. Saito and Aralcawa[118] used a valence-force-field method to cal­
culate the strain field of InGaN/GaN quantum dots; they then used a semi-coupled 
approach to calculate the PZ field. Ranjan et a^[115] calculated the strain field of 
GaN/AIN quantum dots by minimising the strain energy density using a finite-element 
method; they then used a Green’s function to calculate the PZ field. Pan and Yang[103] 
used the method developed by Pan and Tonon [104] to model the strain and PZ field 
on an AIN surface (in the (0001) and (1000) orientations) due to a buried InN dot. 
Using an isotropic approximation, Williams et aZ[152, 153] developed Green’s func­
tions for PZ and SP field and potential in wurtzite materials and used them to model 
two-dimensional GaN/AIN and InN/ GaN dots.
All of the authors cited in this section (except Williams[152, 153]) took into account 
the anisotropy of the material, but only Andreev and O’Reilly[7] and Ranjanet al[llb] 
brought in spontaneous polarisation and only Pan and Yang[103] incorporated full 
electromechanical coupling.
1.11 A im s o f th is work
The aims of this work are threefold but interrelated.
The first aim is to explore some of the uncertainties associated with the calculation 
of piezoelectric and spontaneous electrostatic fields and optical properties of InGaN 
quantum wells. In this context, inter alia the uncertainties in material parameters
1.11. Aims of this work
(Chapter 3) and the importance of electromechanical coupling are considered.
The second aim is to evaluate the usefulness of Pan’s method[104, 102] for the study 
of Ill-nitride quantum dots. The key question is: is electromechanical coupling an 
important effect in these systems? If not, then the advantage of the Pan method is 
lost and it would be better to use methods such as Andreev and O’Reilly’s[7] which 
incorporate spontaneous polarisation.
Finally, in Chapter 6, Faux and Pearson’s Green’s function method [51] of calculating 
strain is used to estimate the strain interaction energy between point defects in silicon, 
to see whether it plays a part in the fast diffusion of carbon in silicon. Chapter 6 
contains its own literature review and theory section.
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C hapter 2
Background theory
2.1 In trodu ction
This chapter sets out some of the background theory and basic formalism on which this 
work is built. It does not contain original work but defines some terms and introduces 
some concepts which aie used later. For ease of reference, some terms appear in bold  
face at the point where they are defined.
2.2 C rystal stru cture
2.2 .1  Z incb lende
InAs and G a As have a zincblende crystal structure. The unit cell is a cube (see Figure
2.1) and the conventional crystal axes are along its edges.
2.2.2 W urtzite
Ill-nitrides naturally crystallise in a wurtzite structure, which is depicted in Figure 
2.2(a). The atoms are arranged in hexagonal prisms. Because a regular hexagon has a
11
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[001]
nooi
[010]
(a) (b)
Figure 2.1: A unit cell of a zincblende crystal (source: tb o o k d td .so u rce fo rg e .n e t)  
and its conventional crystal axes.
(a)
[0001]
[0010
[1000]
101001
(b)
Figure 2.2: A wurtzite crystal (source: www.m etafysica.nl) and its conventional crys­
tal axes
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threefold rather than a twofold symmetry, the wurtzite structure is often described in 
terms of four crystal axes, one (the [0001] axis) along the axis of the prism and the other 
three at 120 degrees to each other and all perpendicular to the [0001] axis (see Figure 
2.2(b)). The crystal consists of a layer of metal atoms (in the (0001) plane) overlaid 
by a layer of N atoms (here and throughout this work, “the (0001) plane” means the 
plane to which the [0001] direction is normal). The N layer is nearer to one metal 
layer than to the next, giving the crystal an intrinsic “handedness” and spontaneous 
polarisation, described in Section 2.4. Conventionally, the [0001] axis points from a 
metal layer to the nearest N layer[2]. The atomic spacing in the 0001 plane is described 
by the lattice parameter a and the spacing between successive metal (or N) layers by 
the lattice parameter c.
2.3 O rientation  o f dots and wells
Quantum dots and wells are grown layer by layer. In a quantum well the g row th  
d irec tio n  is perpendicular to the plane of the well, and in a dot the growth direction 
is often the smallest of the three dimensions of the dot. In this work, the greatest 
symmetry of the dot shape tends to be around the growth axis. The growth direction 
may or may not be along one of the crystal axes (see Section 2.2). A zincblende device 
grown along a crystal axis is said to be in the (001) orientation. Alternatively, the 
growth direction may for example be the [110] crystal direction, diagonally across one 
of the faces of the unit cell (this is known as the (110) orientation) or along [111] 
(diagonally across the unit cell itself). Although wurtzite devices may be grown in 
a variety of orientations, the present work on III-N devices is confined to the (0001), 
which is the commonest in practice.
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Figure 2.3: A dipole moment. Two charges ±q  are separated by a displacement vector 
d. The polarisation vector qd points from the negative to the positive charge.
2.4 Spontaneous polarisation
P o larisa tio n  P  is defined as the vector sum of dipole moments per unit volume. An 
electrical dipole is depicted in Figure 2.3 and dipole moment p  is defined as
p = qd (2.1)
where d  is the difference between the position vectors of two equal and opposite charges 
ûzq.
Polarisation can be expressed in terms of volume charge density ppoit where the sub­
script indicates charge due to polarisation:-
- V  • P  =  ppoi (2.2)
Thus there is effectively a sheet of charge at each boundary between materials with 
different spontaneous polarisations[15, 3]. The areal charge density C is given by
C =  n . ( P i - P 2 )  (2.3)
where n is the unit normal to the surface, pointing from material 1 to material 2.
A wurtzite crystal exhibits spon tan eo u s p o la risa tio n  (SP) P"^^ even when not sub­
jected to stress[20]. The P"^ -^  vector points in the [0001] or [000Ï] direction and in a
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quantum well the net polarisation is the difference between the spontaneous polarisa­
tions of the well and matrix materials. Bernardini et aZcalculated the spontaneous po­
larisation of the Ill-nitrides ab initio using the Berry-phase approach [20] and Bechstedt 
et a/![14] used ab initio density-functional theory and the local density approximation.
2.5 Strain
2.5.1 Definition and Voigt notation
Strain is defined as[60]
_  1 /  dui duj 
2  \ d x j  dxi (2.4)
where Ui (or Uj) is one of the three components of the displacement vector and Xi and xj 
stand for distance in one of the three directions in space. Since i and j  can take values 
1, 2  or 3, the e^ - tensor can be represented by a 3 x 3 matrix. Because of the symmetry 
of Equation 2.4, the matrix is symmetric. The diagonal elements (where i = j)  are 
known as p rinc ipa l s tra in s  (describing change in size) and the off-diagonals {i ^  j)  
are sh ea r s tra in s  (describing distortions of angle). The symmetry allows us to write 
€ij as a 6 -element vector (Voigt notation)
 ^ €ii ei2 ei3 ^
612  622  623
y  6 1 3  6 2 3  6 3 3  y
 ^ 611 \
622 
633 
2623
2613
V 2fi2 y
^ 6 l \  
6 2
6 3
6 4
6 5  
\ 6 6 /
(2.5)
This work uses both Voigt notation and full tensor notation, and the number of sub­
scripts makes it clear which is being used.
In the convention used in this work, negative strain represents compression and positive 
strain expansion.
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2.5.2 Hooke’s Law, stiffness tensor and Einstein notation
Strain is the response to stress. It is generally assumed that the stress is small enough 
for the response to be linear and this work makes the same assumption (although Ell- 
away and Faux[48] used an atomistic simulation of InAs to show that the response is 
non-linear even for arbitrarily small strains). For a material of arbitrary anisotropy (ne­
glecting for the moment the converse piezoelectric effect), Hooke’s law (which describes 
how different materials respond to stress) can be expressed as
CFij =  Cijiiiejii (2.6)
where a  is stress (defined, for example, in Feynman’s lectures[53]) and C  is the stiffness 
tensor. Here and throughout this work, following the Einstein convention, there is an 
implied sum over all values of any subscript that appears more than once in the same 
term. In Voigt notation, the rank-four C  tensor reduces to a 6  x 6  matrix so that 
Equation 2.6 becomes
= Cij6j  (2.7)
where i and j  now run from 1 to 6 . I t can be shown on energy considerations[96] that 
the Cij matrix is symmetric, in other words
Q j =  Cji (2 .8 )
This still leaves a theoretical maximum of 2 1  independent parameters to describe the 
elastic properties of a material. The symmetry of crystals reduces this number to five in 
the case of wurtzite crystals (see Section 2 .2 ), three for zincblende crystals (see Section
2 .2 .1 ) and two for isotropic materials. Cij for wurtzite materials (expressed in terms of
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the conventional crystal axes) takes the following form:-
 ^ Cii Cl2  Ci3
C \ 2  Cii Ci3
C i 3  C i 3  C 3 3
V
0
0
0
C44
0
0
0
0
0
0
C44
0
0
0
0
0
0
P1Ï - Q122 /
C f j<ZB _
For zincblende materials Cij in the crystal axis basis is of the form
 ^ Cii C \ 2  C \ 2  0  0  0  ^
(vi2 C ii C \2 0 0 0
C12 C \ 2  Cii 0  0  0
0 0 0 C44 0 0
0  0  0  0  C 4 4  0
V 0 0 0 0 0 C44 y
For isotropic materials Cij is similar to that for zincblende, with
Cii = C12 +  2 C44
(2.9)
(2.10)
(2.11)
2.5.3 Poisson ratio
When a body is stretched along one axis one expects its other two dimensions to reduce. 
The Poisson ratio 1/ quantifies this distortion for a particular material;
C12
C11 +  C12
In the special case of an isotropic material,
C12
2(C7i2 +  C44)
(2 .12)
(2.13)
from Equation 2.11.
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2.5.4 Misfit strain and relaxation strain
In general a quantum dot or well material has a different lattice constant (when relaxed) 
from that of the surrounding matrix. For example the lattice constant of InAs is 0.606 
nm and that of GaAs 0.565 nm. The initial condition, before the system relaxes, is 
that the InAs dot conforms to the atomic spacing of the GaAs matrix. This m isfit 
s tra in  suffered by the dot is given by
(^matrix (^inclusion  / o  i  / t \60 — ------------------------  (2.14)
^inclusion
where a is the lattice constant and “inclusion” is a general term for a quantum dot or
well. The misfit strain tensor is diagonal and (in the case of a zincblende dot) the value
of each of the diagonal elements is given by Equation 2.14. In the case of a wurtzite 
crystal (see Section 2.2) each of the lattice parameters a and c has its own misfit strain.
As the system relaxes, some of the strain energy moves from inside the dot to its 
surroundings. The re lax a tio n  s tra in  is the difference between the final, relaxed state 
and the initial state (when there was uniform misfit strain inside the dot and zero strain 
outside). The total strain is the sum of the misfit and relaxation strains.
2.5.5 Dilatation
Dilatation (sometimes known as hydrostatic strain) eh is defined as
6/i =  6ii +  6 2 2  +  633 (2.15)
and is approximately equal to the relative change in volume due to strain. It plays an 
important part in band structure.
In an isotropic system the dilatation inside a quantum dot does not vary with position 
and is equal to R, given by
R  =  (2,16)Cii
The strain outside an isotropic quantum dot is zero.
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2.6 D eform ation  p oten tia ls
Strain affects band structure by means of deformation potentials. In general compres­
sive strain increases the band gap.
Strain changes the energy of the heavy hole band (i.e. the valence band edge[127]) by 
an amount SEy given by
SE.U ~  (Di +  D 3 )e3 3  -f (£>2 +  D4)(en + €22) (2.17)
where Di are deformation potentials and £33 is strain in the growth direction[32]. 
Strain changes the conduction band edge energy[127] by 6 Ec given by
6 Ec — Ocz€33 -f act(eii +  £22) (2.18)
The hydrostatic deformation potentials a i and 0,2 are more often quoted than acz and 
act, and the relationship between the two sets is[142]
acz — 4- Di (2.19)
o>ct =  ®2 T E 2 (2.20)
The cubic approximation assumes that
ttcz — Cict (2 .2 1 )
ai =  (12 (2 .2 2 )
but this approximation has been shown to be inadequate for wurtzite materials[142] 
and it is not used in this work.
2.7 Equilibrium  equation  for stress
For a system in equilibrium the internal stresses must balance any external force
Ei = 0 (2.23)
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where Ei is external force per unit volume, CTijj means daijfdxj  and the divergence 
theorem has been applied, as explained in Feynman[54].
2.8 T he p iezoelectric (PZ) effect and electrom echanical 
coupling
When a crystal is distorted by strain, the ions move away from their equilibrium po­
sitions, which may result in a net electrostatic polarisation (defined in Section 2.4) 
and thus an electric field. This is the piezoelectric (PZ) effect. Crystals with high 
symmetry such as Si are not piezoelectric. Zincblende crystals have a lower degree of 
symmetry and exhibit the piezoelectric effect in response to shear strain, as when a slab 
is grown in the (111) orientation. Wurtzite crystals have even less symmetry and are 
piezoelectric even in the (0001) orientation. It is generally assumed that piezoelectric 
polarisation is proportional to strain (although it has been shown that the relationship 
is actually non-linear[123, 17, 139]). The PZ tensor relates strain to polarisation:-
Pi — eij€j (2.24)
Cijii is a rank three ( 3 x 3 x 3 )  tensor which reduces to a 3 x 6 matrix eij in Voigt 
notation (Section 2.5.1). Pi is a rank-one tensor, or in other words a vector, and the 
notations P  and Pi are equivalent.
In zincblende crystals takes the following form:-
(
■'13
0 0 0 ei4 0 0
0  0  0  0  ei4 0
0 0 0 0 0
\
(2.25)
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For wurtzite crystals, on the other hand, there are three independent PZ constants and 
the PZ matrix looks like this:-
/ n  n  n  o  q ' '
0 (&26) 
0
4 '  =
0 0 0 0 ei5
0  0  0  ei5 0
631 631 633 0  0 /
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The PZ properties of a material are often expressed in terms of an alternative tensor
dy, defined by
Pi — dijUj (2.27)
With the help of Equation 2.7 one can convert from dy to Cy
^ik ”  dijOjii (2.28)
For a wurtzite material the format of dÿ is similar to that of eÿ shown in Equation 
2.26.
There is a two-way relationship between strain and electric field; strain gives rise to a 
field, but the converse is also true. This two-way relationship can only be fully described 
by full e lec trom echan ical coupling (models which merely include the forward PZ 
effect are called semi-coupled). It can be shown on thermo dynamic principles that the 
same PZ constants apply to both the forward and converse parts of the process[96]. 
When the converse PZ effect is taken into account, Equation 2.7 becomes
(Ji — CijCj EhChi (2.29)
where Fk is electric field.
The strength of electromechanical coupling in a system can be characterised by the 
dimensionless quantity
9 =  - (2.30)
[130] utilising the maximum values of PZ constant, dielectric constant and stiffness of
the material, g > 0.5 indicates strong coupling and g < 0.1 negligible coupling.
2.9 E lectrosta tic  d isp lacem ent and th e  P oisson  equation
Electrostatic displacement Di can be defined as
Di = eoFi + P f  + P p ’ + P f ^  (2.31)
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where eo is the permittivity of free space, P f  indicates polarisation due to an applied 
field, P f ^  spontaneous polarisation (defined in Section 2.4) and P f ’^  PZ polarisation. 
It is assumed that P f  is proportional to the applied field:-
P f  =  SoXijFj (2.32)
where % is susceptibility[96]. The crystal axes are arranged so that % is diagonal. The 
permittivity tensor £y is defined as
£ij =  {Sij -f- Xij) (2.33)
where Jÿ is the Kronecker delta, equivalent to the identity matrix. Hence Equation 
2.31 becomes
A  =  SijFj + P f ^  + P f ^  (2.34)
=  ^ijFj +  +  P f ^  (2.35)
Displacement is related to free charge density pfree (excluding charge due to polarisa­
tion) by
Diji =  Pfree (2.36)
The Poisson equation
“  Pfree T  Pi,i (2.37)
follows from Equation 2.35, using the relationship between electric field and potential
4>
Fj = — • (2.38)
2.10 G reen’s functions and th e  divergence theorem
A Green’s function is the response at a field p o in t to a unit impulse at a source po in t. 
It could be for example a stress impulse causing a strain response, or an electrostatic 
displacement response to a strain impulse. An integral over source points produces the
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total response at the field point. In the case of a quantum dot the integral is over the 
volume of the dot, or over its surface if the divergence theorem has been applied. The 
divergence theorem states that, for any function F,
^  (V • F) dV =  j f  F  • dS (2.39)
where S is the surface of the dot.
2.11 R otation  o f axes
To transform a rank s tensor C  (Section 2.5.2) into a tensor C* referring to rotated 
axes the equation is
~  ^imO‘jn"^lqC>mn..q (2.40)
where «ÿ are direction cosines between the old and the new axes [97] and there are s 
factors of a^. A Voigt matrix (Section 2.5.2) will not transform in this way, but must 
first be converted back to a tensor with the full number of indices. The stiffness tensor, 
the tensor of PZ constants, the permittivity (dielectric) tensor and the strain tensor 
(inter alia) all transform by Equation 2.40.
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Chapter 3
M aterial properties
3.1 In troduction
This chapter considers various issues related to material properties, in particular elastic 
stiffness, PZ constants and permittivity, with special reference to GaN and InN. The 
difficulty of obtaining samples of sufficient quality and consistency, methods of evaluat­
ing the stiffness and PZ tensors, the wide range of values reported, and the underlying 
causes of these uncertainties are discussed. Two possible routes for estimating the PZ 
tensor elements Sij of an alloy are pointed out. The question of whether the material 
properties of a well/dot or of the matrix surrounding it should be used in calculations 
(where it is not practicable to use both) is addressed. The problem of defining electro­
static potential in a material which has anisotropic permittivity is investigated. The 
final section of this chapter sets out the material parameters used in calculations in the 
succeeding chapters.
3.2 Q uality and con sistency  o f I ll-n itr id e  sam ples
The properties of a sample depend on growth conditions (such as temperature, pressure, 
carrier gas and ffow rates) and on the thickness of the buffer layer. The lattice constant
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of GaN depends on the growth rate[58]. Threading dislocations (misalignments between 
the hexagonal prisms in the wurtzite structure) are common in Ill-nitrides and act as 
non-radiative recombination centres[159].
In InGaN quantum wells it is difficult to achieve a smooth distribution of In, partly 
because of the 10% lattice mismatch between In and GaN; In-rich islands tend to 
form within the well, but they can improve the luminescence efficiency by localising 
excitons which would otherwise be captured by the many dislocations to be found in 
the material[30, 47]. Oriato and Walker[100] found by a simulation that In fluctuations 
affect the internal field and emission energy of an InGaN quantum well. Wang[146] 
observed a blueshift with increasing excitation energy; he attributed this to In-rich 
islands.
3.3 M eth od s o f evaluating stiffness and PZ tensors
Tables 3.1 and 3,2 list some evaluations of the stiffness and PZ tensor elements from 
the literature.
Stiffness was measured by Polian[112], Takagi[133], Yamaguchi[157] and Deguchi[44] 
and their co-workers, all using Brillouin scattering. Schwarz et al[120] used ultrasound 
resonance. Deger et aî[A3] calculated stiffness by measuring the sound velocity from 
surface acoustic waves on a thin film of GaN. Kim et W[77], Wright[155] and Shimada et 
W[122] calculated stiffness ab initio using density functional theory. Azuhata et a /[10] 
calculated the stiffness of the zincblende phase ab initio and deduced the wurtzite 
properties from this.
PZ tensor elements were measured by Guy[62] and Lueng et a [^85] by applying an 
electric field and measuring the resulting displacement interferometrically. Hangleiter 
et al[64\ deduced the PZ tensor elements from the dependence of emission energy on well 
width. Shimada et a/[122], Zoroddu et aZ[162], Bernardini et al[21, 18] and Al-Yacoub 
and Bellaiche[l] calculated the PZ tensor elements ab initio using density functional
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theory.
3.4 U ncerta in ty  in PZ and stiffness tensor values
There are enormous variations in quoted values of material properties of the Ill-nitrides. 
This is illustrated by the findings of Guy et aZ[63], who report two different values of 
CÜ33 in InN - varying by 50% - from apparently identical samples. As an example of the 
uncertainties in the material properties. Tables 3.1 and 3.2 give some literature values 
of elastic stiffness and PZ tensor elements for GaN and InN. Quoted values of C13 for 
GaN range from 67 to 114 GPa; other GyS have comparable uncertainties.
Cij affects the piezoelectric properties of a system in two separate ways; as well as 
playing a part in the calculation of strain, it has a bearing on the calculation of the 
PZ constants Cÿ through Equation 2.28. Thus if C'y is inaccurate, the inaccuracy of 
any calculation of PZ field will be compounded. Direct calculations or measurements 
of both 631 and 633 (References [122], [1], [27] and [21] for GaN; only [1] for InN) are 
not so often reported in the literature as those of dy (References [141], [94], [84], [85], 
[63], [64] and [18] for GaN; References [18], [28] and [64] for InN). So C ' y  and d y  must 
often be used to calculate eÿ.
Tables 3.1 and 3.2 give (in bold type) the values of Cÿ calculated from the published 
values of dÿ by using Equation 2.28 with the recommended Cÿ quoted in Vurgaftman 
and Meyer’s 2003 review article[141]. To illustrate the effect on eÿ of the uncertainty 
in Cij, Tables 3.1 and 3.2 also present extreme values of eÿ calculated from the highest 
and lowest values of Cÿ (marked ^ and  ^ in the Table). Experimentalists sometimes 
estimate dss to be — 2dsi; where this is done the value is marked  ^ in Tables 3.1 and 
3.2. The error bars on eÿ are of the order of 50% (as much as 75% in the case of the 
lower limit of the e33 of GaN). Chapter 4 will examine the effects of these uncertainties 
on the optical properties of quantum wells.
The variations seen in elastic and PZ properties (at least those based on experimental
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work) may stem from variations in the samples used, due to differences in growth 
conditions (see Section 3.2). The density of dislocations and of In-rich islands affect 
the optical properties, and may differ between samples. The sample is usually grown 
on a substrate to which it is not lattice-matched, so it is often strained; the so-called 
PZ “constants” are actually strain-dependent[123, 139, 17, 48], which may account for 
some of the variation seen in published values. It is difficult to grow a sample large 
enough for accurate measurements[98]; some results quoted e.g. that of Cao et al[28] 
are taken from thin films, which may not have the same properties as bulk material. 
The field of nitride semiconductors is a young one, where the material properties are 
not yet fully researched.
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3.5 E stim ating  th e  PZ  tensor elem ents Cij o f an alloy by  
in terpolation
Many devices contain ternary or quaternary alloys of Ill-nitrides. Even if one can 
establish the material properties of the constituent binary compounds, one still has to 
interpolate to find the corresponding property of an alloy such as Ino.2Gao.8N. The 
equation for interpolation is
y(In^Gai_a,N) =  æy(InN) +  (1 -  æ)y(GaN) -  6æ(l -  x) (3.1)
[101], where Y  is any material property and 6 is a bowing parameter, which is usually 
taken to be zero in the case of the PZ and elastic properties, but not in the case of the 
bandgap[101] and SP[4].
To estimate the PZ constant Cÿ of InGaN, there are (although this is apparently not 
pointed out in any literature) two possible routes. One can calculate of pure GaN 
and of InN, using Equation 2.28 and then use Equation 3.1 (this is referred to in this 
work as the “e-first” route). For example, to calculate 6 3 3(In^Gai-^lV),
6 3 3 ( G a N )  =  2d 3i ( G a N ) C i 3( G a N )  +  d 3 3 ( G a N ) C 3 3 ( G a N )  ( 3 . 2)
e3 3(Ino,«Gai_.^N) =  rr[2^31  (InN)C13(InN) +  ^33(InN)C33(InN)] •• •
+(1 -  æ)[2 d3i(GaN)C'i3 (GaN) +  d33(GaN)C3 3 (GaN)] (3.3)
where the first equation follows from Equation 2.28. Alternatively one can first use 
Equation 3.1 to find the di^ and Ckj of InGaN and then estimate its Cy from Equation 
2.28 (the “e-last” route). For example,
d3i(Iiia;Gai_a;N) =  æd3i(IiiN) 4-(1 -  æ)d3i(GaN) (3.4)
e33(In.x.Gai_a;N) =  2 [æd3i(IiiN) 4- (1 -  æ)d3i (GaN)] [æCi3 (InN) 4- (1 -  æ)Ci3 (GaN)] • • • 
4-[æd33(InN) +  (1 -  æ)d33(GaN)][æC3 3(InN) 4- (1 -  æ)C3 3 (GaN)]
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It can be seen that this )ast expression is quadratic in æ, the In fraction, which is 
surprising for what is ostensibly a linear interpolation approach, while Equation 3.3 is 
linear in x. This would tend to favour the e-first route. Also, there is evidence that 
the In in InGaN tends to form lumps or dots[47], which means tha t it is sensible to 
calculate the properties of the binaries so far as possible before combining them, in 
other words, to follow the e-first route.
Figure 3.1 shows the values of 631 and 633 for In^Gai-ajN, as a function of In fraction 
æ, calculated by the e-first and e-last routes. Chapter 4 will show that the two routes 
produce significantly different internal electric fields in quantum wells and that using 
e-first in simulations produces the best correspondence with data in the literature.
Î
IIoa
- 0 .5  z
0.25
In fraction
Figure 3.1: PZ constants 63% and 633 for In^Gai-^N, as a function of æ, calculated by 
the e-first (solid line) and e-last (dashed line) routes.
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3.6 Should th e  m aterial p roperties o f th e  dot or o f th e  
m atrix be used?
In the case of quantum wells, strain and PZ field can often be described by simple ana­
lytical equations (see Chapter 4), and it is possible to use one set of material constants 
for field points in the well and another in the barrier; this is the approach taken in 
Chapter 4,
In the case of quantum dots, the Green’s function methods used to calculate strain and 
internal field (Chapter 5) are more tractable if the same set of material constants is 
used both inside and outside the dot. Should the properties of the dot or of the matrix 
surrounding it be used? Stiffness depends largely on atomic spacing[7]. A quantum 
dot is strained so that its atomic spacing is approximately that of the matrix, so it is 
reasonable to use the stiffness of the matrix material throughout. It would be unrealistic 
to use the stiffness of unstrained InAs for the strained InAs in a dot, because stiffness 
itself depends on strain[48] (this argument is not so applicable to quantum wells, where 
the atomic spacing in the growth direction is la rg e r than that of the barrier).
Sometimes it is justifiable to use the stiffness of the matrix, but the PZ constants and 
permittivity of the dot, as Williams[152, 153] does. In comparisons with Williams’ 
work (Section 5.10), the same approach is taken.
3.7 A nisotropic p erm ittiv ity  and consequences for calcul­
ating p otentia l
In this work it is necessary to evaluate the electrostatic potential in a quantum dot due 
to spontaneous or PZ polarisation (particularly the former, as it is not included in the 
Pan model[104, 102], for which see Chapter 5).
In a material with isotropic permittivity^ £ÿ is a scalar multiple of the identity matrix; 
the diagonal elements are equal and the off-diagonals are zero. The potential 0 due to
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polarisation P  is then given by
[153], where the integral is over the surface of the dot, x  is a field point, x ' is a source 
point, £ — any £u and r  = | x  — x ' |. In the case of spontaneous polarisation,
P  =  P^^(dot) — P"^^ (matrix) (3.6)
To find the electric field F  due to polarisation, the usual rule
F  =  -V (^ (3.7)
can be applied to Equation 3.5,' producing
for the electric field due to polarisation, where f  =  (x — x ') /  | x  — x ' |. So there is no 
problem about defining potential and electric field in an isotropic material.
The problem comes when the permittivity tensor is anisotropic. In GaN for example, 
6 ii 7  ^ £33 . By analogy with Equation 3.8, the field in an anisotropic material could 
perhaps be expressed as
where f i  is the ith  component of the unit vector, i.e.
(3.10)
Equation 3.9 is only true if Sÿ is diagonal, in which case (ey)~ =  l /e y  so tha t eu can
be put in the denominator. In the present work, wurtzite dots and wells are always
considered in the (0 0 0 1 ) orientation so that the axes correspond with the crystal axes
which means that the permittivity tensor is diagonal.
One might try to find the potential in an anisotropic material from Equation 3.9 by 
using the relationship often used for isotropic problems
oo
ÿ(x) =  / f  ■ dl (3.11)
X
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where 1 can take any path. One could choose to integrate Equation 3.9 out to infinity 
in the direction of r. But when Equation 3.7 is applied to the resulting function as a 
check, this does not produce Equation 3.9, so something is wrong. The full workings 
are in Appendix A.
In the discussion above, an arbitrary direction was chosen in which to integrate to oo. 
In an anisotropic material the result of Equation 3.11 depends on which point on the 
sphere with infinite radius is chosen as the limit. One could instead try choosing an 
arbitrary finite reference point e by which to define potential:-
e
<^ (x) =  y* F  • dl (3.12)
X
One could try  taking a path from x to e in three stages, parallel to each axis in turn. 
But then the result depends on which order the steps are taken (see Appendix A), so 
the field appears not to be conservative, which does not make physical sense.
The flaw in the' reasoning appears to have been the assumption that Equation 3.11 or 
Equation 3.12 can be applied to an anisotropic problem. The tru th  is that in order 
to find the potential, the Poisson equation (Equation 2.37) must be solved. In general 
there is no analytic solution.
After much thought and many mathematical workings, it was decided to treat the 
permittivity tensor as isotropic for the purposes of calculating SP field and potential. 
This is partly because it makes an intractable problem tractable, as explained above, 
but there is another reason. The variation between the literature values of su (for a 
given i) in Ill-nitrides is large enough to be comparable with the difference between £u  
and £33 , as Table 3.3 shows. Indeed the difference between £n  and £33 is so small (or 
so ill-defined) that some reference books[107, 8 8 ] give only one value for both (shown 
as £iso in Table 3.3). Thus treating £n and £33 as equal does not seem too much of 
a falsification. In the Pan program, when working with full hexagonal anisotropy, a 
distinction is made between £n  and £3 3 , but in cases where a cubic crystal is simulated, 
and when calculating SP field and potential, Bernardini et a£s[19] £33 is used for all
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Table 3.3: Literature values of permittivity en  and £33 , in units of sq. Where no 
distinction is made between £n  and £33, the value is shown as Siso-
Material Reference £11 C33 ^iso
AIN Bernardini[19]
Pearton[107]
Mandelung[88]
10-31
8-5
9-14
GaN Bernardini[19] 
Karch[75] 
Deguchi[44] 
Ioffe [68] 
Mandelung[88]
9 25 
904 
9-5 
104
10-28
10-34
10-4
9-5
InN Bernardini[19] 
Mandelung[88] 
Pearton[107] 
Davydov [40] 
Persson[lll]
9 .3
13-1 
9 51
14-61
15-3
14-4 
9 41
15
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£ii. The values used in this work are set out in Table 3.4.
3.8 M aterial param eters used  in th is work
Table 3.4 sets out the material constants used in the succeeding chapters. Most of the 
values are taken from Vurgaftman and Meyer’s 2003 review paper[140]; the sources for 
the rest are indicated in the table. Sometimes eij is derived from Vurgaftman’s[140] dÿ, 
but for other simulations Shimada’s[1 2 2 ] are used; details (and reasons) are given 
in the individual cases.
3.9 C onclusion
This chapter has discussed some of the reasons for the lack of consistency in Ill-iiitride 
samples and looked at the range of different literature values for the PZ and stiffness 
tensors. It has been shown that in estimating the PZ properties of an alloy it is 
preferable to calculate the eij of the binaries before interpolating. The question of 
whether to use the material parameters of the dot or of the matrix in quantum dot 
calculations has been addressed. The decision to treat the permittivity as isotropic in 
SP calculations has been justified and the material parameters used in this work are 
presented.
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C hapter 4
P iezoelectric fields and em ission  
energy in In G aN /G aN  quantum  
wells
4.1 Introduction
Quantum wells are in some ways the simplest type of nanostructure to model, because 
all the spatial variation is in one direction (the growth direction) so the system can be 
reduced to a one-dimensional problem. In exploring PZ and SP fields in nanostructures 
it is convenient to study quantum wells (QWs) because one can then apply the find­
ings in a qualitative way to more complicated systems such as quantum dots. In this 
chapter, analytic expressions are presented for strain and PZ (and SP) field in wurtzite 
quantum wells with full electromechanical coupling, and these are extended to accom­
modate periodic boundary conditions. The effect of various issues on the electronic 
transition energies in InGaN/GaN quantum wells is examined: first, the uncertainty in 
material properties (discussed in Ghapter 3); secondly, the effect of the choice of route 
for calculating the PZ constants of an alloy (set out in Section 3.5); next, the effect of 
full electromechanical coupling (introduced in Section 2 .8 ), and finally the effect of a
39
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smooth In gradient in the growth direction on the optical properties of an InGaN/GaN 
well is considered. Various InGaN/GaN devices in the literature are simulated and the 
calculated electronic transition energy compared with the published values. All in all, 
the purpose of this chapter is to study some of the main uncertainties associated with 
the calculation of internal fields and ground state emission energies in InGaN quantum 
wells.
4.2 A n alytic  so lu tions for strain  and PZ field w ith  electro­
m echanical coupling
This section presents analytical expressions for internal electric field and strain in the 
growth direction in a wurtzite single or multiple quantum well (MQW) system in the 
(0001) orientation, taking into account full electromechanical coupling (Section 2.8) 
and spontaneous polarization (Section 2.4).
4.2 .1  S in g le q u antu m  w ells
In a quantum well with the xs axis in the growth direction (meaning that is per­
pendicular to the plane of the well), the boundary conditions are that there is no stress 
in the x^ direction and that the atomic spacing in the well conforms with that in the 
barrier. Thus
° (4.1)
61 =  62 =  eo .
6o is the misfit strain (see Section 2.5.4) between the in-plane lattice parameters a of 
the well material and of the barrier, which is about 2.2% for In0.2Ga0.gN/GaN. It is 
assumed that the barrier is fully relaxed (there is normally a lattice mismatch between 
the barrier and the sapphire substrate on which it is grown, but there is a buffer layer 
and the strain is relaxed by means of dislocations).
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Substituting Equations 2.9 (Cij for wurtzite), 2.26 (e -^ for wurtzite) and 4.1 into Equa­
tion 2.29 (stress with electromechanical coupling) produces
(73 =  0 =  2(7i36o +  0 3 3 6 3  — 6 3 3 ^ 3  . (4.2)
where e is strain and F  is internal electrostatic field. Substituting Equations 2.26 (eij 
for wurtzite) and 4.1 (boundary conditions for quantum wells) into Equation 2.35 for 
electrostatic displacement, the D 3  component of electrostatic displacement becomes
D 3  =  £^33-^3 +  263160  -f- 63363 + P ^ ^  . (4.3)
D, F  and are entirely in the X3 direction; other components vanish, so the sub­
scripts are dropped from now on. In the absence of free charges
V • D =  0 (4.4)
(see Equation 2.36) so the electrostatic displacement D must be constant throughout 
all layers.
Solving Equations 4.2 and 4.3 for the internal field F  and the strain 63 gives
2 e o  ( C i 3 6 3 3  —  0 3 3 6 3 1 )  - h  C 3 3  ( d  —  
0 3 3 6 3 3  -f 633
pcoup ^  ----- ----------------- ------— V  J -  (4 .5 )
—2 eo (0 1 3 6 3 3  +  631633) -{- 633 Çd  — P^^'^
=   c 33. 3 3 . e i 3 ^
which are the fully coupled equations for internal field and [0 0 0 1 ] strain in wurtzite 
QWs grown on a (0001) substrate.
In analysing QWs, it is common to use an uncoupled model, ignoring the converse PZ 
effect. In this case, the last term is omitted from Equation 2.29 but Equation 4.3 is 
unchanged. The solutions for the uncoupled model are therefore
p u u c o u p  _  2eo (C i3633  ~  +  %  { P  ~
^ 3 3 6 3 3
^ur^oup _  - 2 6 0 ^ .  (4 .8 )
G33
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As Cij 0, Equations 4.5 and 4.6 simplify to Equations 4.7 and 4.8.
In the case of a single well, the electrostatic displacement throughout the system (except 
near the surface) is equal to the SP in the barrier[16]
D = (4.9)
and can simply be substituted for D  in Equations 4.5 to 4.8. The electric field
in the barriers vanishes.
4 .2 .2  M u ltip le  qu antu m  w ells
In modelling MQWs, it is assumed that the total potential drop must be less than the 
bandgap[16]. Bernardini and Fiorentini[16] approximate this requirement by using the 
periodic boundary condition
=  0  (4.10)
Q
where the sum runs over all the layers, including barrier layers, and L  denotes the thick­
ness of a layer. When Equation 4.10 is used with Equation 2.35, the displacement D  of 
the whole stack, and hence the internal field F  of the n th  layer, can be determined[16]
^  p(9)/e(9) -  p(") X)
Q
where e is short for 633 and the superscript indicates that this is based on an uncoupled 
model. A similar approach can be used with the coupled Equation 4.5. Using the 
shorthand
A  = 2eo (^ 1 3 6 3 3  — 0 3 3 6 3 1 ) — CssP^^  (4.12)
B  =  0 3 3 6 3 3  633 (4.13)
(7 == (733 ( 4 . 14)
Equation 4.5 becomes
j^coup ^  _ (4.15)
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Substituting Equation 4.15 into Equation 4.10 gives the electrostatic displacement 
throughout the system,
Q
The internal field in the n th  layer is found by substituting Equation 4.16 back into 
Equation 4.15:-
^(n) ^  l i q ) c ^ q ) __ C^n) j -  L^f) A^ '^  ^/B(?)
Q
Equation 4.17 is used from now on in MQW cases.
The strain in the growth direction in the n th  layer follows from Equations 4.6 and 4.16,
G(n) ^  l (q)c (^)/g(?) -  eW ^
(n)coup   g
<7
where
G = —2eo (O13633 +  631633) — 6 3 3 (4.19) 
6  =  6 3 3  (4.20)
4 .2 .3  S um m ary
Fully-coupled expressions (Equations 4.5, 4.6, 4.17 and 4.18) for strain and PZ/SP 
field in wurtzite single and multiple quantum wells in the (0 0 0 1 ) orientation have been 
presented, extending Bernardini’s and Fiorentini’s[16] application of periodic boundary 
conditions so that it can now apply to the fully-coupled model.
4.3 M eth od  o f calcu lating electron ic energy levels in 
quantum  w ells
The ground state electronic transition energy in a quantum well was modelled compu­
tationally using a one-dimensional finite difference version of Schrodinger’s equation.
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with the effective mass approximation. Harrison’s[6 6 ] equation was used:
if}{z +  6 z) _
m*(z +  ôz / 2 ) i m  - E )  + +h m*{z + 6 z l 2 ) m*{z ~  S z l 2 )
'ijj{z — 6 z)
m*(z -  fe/2)
where 'ip is wave function, z is position the growth direction, m* is effective mass (which 
is a function of whether the carrier is in the well or the barrier), h is Planck’s constant 
divided by 27t, (p is potential and E  is energy. The boundary conditions are that
ip{z) 0 and ~ ip{z )  0, as z —> ±oo (4.22)
The strategy was to use Equation 4.21 to calculate electron and hole wave functions 
for the well and adjoining barrier, at regular energy intervals, starting at the band 
edge and moving away from the bandgap. At some distance into the barrier (call this 
position Zjnax)i the wave function should have decayed to near zero. So where ipizmax) 
changes sign between different energy values, one is close to an energy solution, which 
will be the ground state electron or hole energy. Iterative linear interpolation was then 
used to home in on the energy solution, as shown in Figure 4.1. The equation for this 
interpolation is
where Ej+i is the (j +  l)th  estimate of the energy solution and y  stands for ip{zmax)-
The internal (PZ and SP) field was calculated using coupled Equations 4.5 for single 
quantum wells and 4.17 for multiple quantum wells. Provision was made for an applied 
electric field if required.
The consequence of Equation 4.18 is that there is a small positive strain in the growth 
direction in the barrier, of the order of 2  x 1 0 “^, two orders of magnitude smaller than 
that in the well. Using Equation 4.18 instead of Equation 4.8 to calculate 633 reduces 
the strain in the growth direction in the well by about 6 %. The effect is to increase 
the ground state emission energy by 0 .2 % and the blueshift due to applied field by 1 %. 
This is a small secondary effect and it is neglected in all calculations that follow, using 
instead Equation 4.8 and assuming the barrier to be fully relaxed.
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y(E )
Figure 4.1: Iterative linear interpolation scheme for calculating electron and hole energy 
solutions for a quantum well.
Equations 2.17 and 2.18 (deformation potentials) were applied to calculate the effect of 
strain on the bandgap. The material properties set out in Table 3.4 were used. Except 
where otherwise stated, the e^ - PZ constants were calculated from Vurgaftman and 
Meyer’s[141] dij and C{j, as set out in Table 3.1.
4 .3 .1  E x c ito n  b in d in g  en ergy
The electronic transition energy was taken to be simply the difference between the 
electron and hole ground state energies, without taking into account exciton binding 
energy. W hat is a typical exciton binding energy? Ramvall et aZ[114] used photolumi­
nescence to study the emission energy of GaN dots as a function of thickness. They 
calculated how much of the shift in peak energy was due to a change in confinement 
energy, and concluded that the remainder was due to a change in exciton binding en­
ergy. Using a variational calculation, they found that for a 3 nm thick GaN quantum 
dot the exciton binding energy is about 10 meV; for a well one would expect it to 
be smaller because exciton binding energy increases with increasing confinement[114]. 
Using an effective-mass, variational approach, Shi et a/[71] calculated that 2 nm high
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coupled Ino.12Gao.8sN dots with 3 nm Ino.02Gao.9gN barriers had an exciton binding 
energy of 25 meV. For a larger dot or barrier size the binding energy would be smaller. 
According to Kiesel et al[7Q] and Barnham and Vvedensky[13] exciton binding ener­
gies in InGaN/GaN wells are around 25 meV or less, which is small compared to the 
bandgap of GaN (3.5 eV). In this work it is assumed that exciton binding energies are 
insignificant enough to be ignored.
4 .3 .2  Screen ing
An internal field causes electrons and holes to congregate at opposite boundaries of the 
well, setting up their own opposing field, which becomes significant if the carrier density 
is high. The field produced by screening, as this phenomenon is known, is essentially 
the field between two sheets of charge, which is
^screen — (4.24)
=  nq/s  (4.25)
where C is areal charge density, n  is areal carrier density and q is electronic charge. In 
this work it is assumed that n < 10^  ^cm“  ^ (a typical threshold density for lasing). This 
produces an Fscreen of the order of 10“  ^MV cm“ ,^ which is at least 100 times smaller 
than the PZ field. This screening effect can be modelled by solving Schrodinger’s 
equation and the Poisson equation in a self-consistent manner. However this effect is 
neglected in order to concentrate on the pure PZ/SP field, so that in analysing the 
results there is no confusion between various competing effects.
4 .3 .3  F ie ld  due to  dop ing
Quantum wells are often surrounded by p- and n-doped layers, and the resulting de­
pletion regions may have associated electric fields. Some trouble was taken to calculate 
such field (see Appendix B), but it was pointed out by Dr. David Lancefield that 
nominally undoped GaN is effectively n-doped at a density of about 10^  ^ cm“  ^ due
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to defects, and that at 300 K only 1% of the acceptors are ionised, due to the strong 
binding energy between Mg dopant and GaN; this makes the p-n field negligible (see 
Appendix B), so it was not talren into account.
4.4  T esting th e  program
Using high potential barriers, the program was tested against analytic confinement 
energies for an infinite square potential well and the first four energy levels corresponded 
to 1 part in 10^.
The program was then used to model a finite square well. Analytic energy solutions 
for this system are those which satisfy the equations
where the subscripts denote the barrier and the well, Lyj is the width of the well and 
kxo and k\y are given by
kp, =  V ^ l  (4.28)
k  .
where (p is the height of the potential barriers defining the well. Table 4.1 compares 
analytical energy values with numerical results for a 10 nm, 0.1 eV deep square well 
with =  0.06mo, m^ =  0.08?no, 5z =  10“  ^ eV and an energy tolerance of 10“ ^
eV. The analytic results cannot be evaluated directly; instead the Newton-Raphson
equation was used
Ej+l =  4 -  -  (4.30)
where j  indicates the number of cycles elapsed in an iterative process.
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Table 4.1: Analytical and numerical values for the ground and first excited energy states 
in a finite (0:1 eV deep, 10 nm width) square well with =  0.06 mo, m^ =  0.08 mo,
Sz = 10“  ^ eV and an energy tolerance of 10~® eV.
Analytic
(eV)
Numerical
(eV)
Eo
El
0.247076E-1
0.888174E-1
0.247114E-1
0.887755E-1
The program was then tested on a parabolic well. For an infinite well with potential 
^(z) = cz^/2 the analytic energy solutions are
(4.31)
For a deep parabolic well the numerical values produced by the program agreed with 
these analytic values to one part in 10  ^ for the ground state and first three excited 
states.
The potential in a finite parabolic well (sketched in Figure 4.2) with height of (po is 
given by
(4.32)=  Y T ^
The numerical confined energy values for this system were compared with those for the 
equivalent infinite parabolic well where c =  Scpo/L^- Table 4.2 shows how raising (po 
makes the energy levels (particularly the lower ones) conform more and more to the 
values for an infinite parabolic well.
4.5 B and profile and wave functions
Some sample output from the program is now presented, taking as an example the 
I1io.2Gao.8N/GaN MQW stack used by Blume et al[2S] and illustrated in Figure 4.3.
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Lb
Figure 4.2: Finite parabolic potential
Table 4.2: Numerical results for energy levels in a finite parabolic well, compared with 
analytic results for a comparable infinite potential well, for two different barrier heights 
(constant well width).
Height of barrier Vq Energy En Energy En
(eV) (numerical) (analytic - infinite well)
1.0 0.159299 0.159373
0.476759 0.478120
0.783949 0.796867
2.0 0.225382 0.225388
0.676019 0.676164
1.12533 1.12694
1.56569 1.57772
1.94844 2.02849
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Figure 4.4(a) shows the band profile with no external field applied, and the ground 
state electron and hole wave functions. The internal (PZ and SP) field causes the band 
edge to slope inside the well, and this reduces (redshifts) the emission energy, which 
is the difference between the electron and hole ground state energies. The internal 
field also causes spatial separation of electrons and holes, in other words the overlap 
between the electron and hole wave functions is small. The wider the well, the greater 
the redshift and spatial separation. The slope in the barrier is due to the periodic 
boundary conditions (see Section 4.2.2). Figure 4.4(b) shows near-hatband conditions.
i L
growth direction 
(0001)
GaN
InGaN 3nmi
' ' '
GaN 10 nm
InGaN 3nm
GaN 10 nm
InGaN 3nm. ; i
GaN
Figure 4.3; Schematic of the device used in examples. The In fraction is 0.2 unless 
explicitly stated.
when a reverse bias approximately equal to the internal (PZ and SP) field is applied. 
The emission energy is increased (blueshifted). The overlap between the electron and 
hole wave functions, and thus the intensity of the light emitted, is maximised. In this 
case additional, effectively infinite potential barriers have been applied about 1 nm
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outside the well edge, to prevent oscillatory wave functions; this does not affect the 
emission energy.
Figure 4.5 shows ground state emission energy Etr as a function of external field (reverse 
bias). The maximum Etr is at flatband conditions.
4.6 Effect o f u ncerta in ty  in m aterial p roperties on PZ field  
and optical properties
As Section 3.4 points out, there is much uncertainty the values of the stiffness and PZ 
tensor elements of GaN and InN. This is bound to translate into uncertainty in the 
optical properties of InGaN/GaN quantum wells. Some sample high and low values 
of each material parameter in turn (marked and  ^ in Table 3.1) were substituted for 
the recommended values, to investigate the effect on three properties of a quantum 
well system: firstly the internal (PZ and SP) field F , secondly the emission energy at 
zero applied bias (Ff,.,o), and finally the blueshift A E tn  which is the difference between 
Etr,o and Etr at flatband (when the applied field is equal and opposite to the internal 
field). Only the properties of GaN, not InN, were perturbed, because GaN typically 
forms 80% of the alloy, so GaN properties dominate.
Once again the device depicted in Figure 4.3 is used as an example, with coupled 
periodic boundary conditions. As can be seen from Table 4.3, uncertainties in eij 
(resulting partly from uncertainties in Cij) give rise to a deviation of up to +26% or 
—23% in the internal field and of as much as +38% or —32% in blueshift. The direct 
effect of uncertainty in Cij on the results is smaller, producing a variation of the order of 
±10% or less (the indirect effect of Cij y via Cijy is not included in this figure). The effect 
of uncertainties in eij on emission energy is smaller still, producing an uncertainty of 
no more than about ±5%, while the direct effect of Cij on electronic transition energy 
is minimal (less than 1%).
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Figure 4.4: Example of band profile and electron and hole wave functions in an 
Ino.2Gao.8N/GaN MQW with well width 3nm and barrier width lOnm, (a) at zero bias 
and (b) when the applied field is approximately equal to the internal field (flatband 
conditions).
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Table 4.3: Effect of uncertainty in stiffness Cij and PZ tensors of GaN on internal field 
F, ground state optical transition energy at zero applied bias {Etr,o) and blueshift due to 
applied field (AEtr) in an In0.2Ga0.sN/GaN MQW with 3 nm wells and 10 nm barriers. 
One parameter at a time is perturbed to its highest or lowest published value and the 
results are compared with those from Vurgaftman’s recommended parameters [141] from 
Table 3.4; the percentage difference between the recommended and perturbed scenarios 
is shown.
Parameter
perturbed
Extreme
value
[Reference]
%
change
F
(M Vcm -i)
%
change
Etr,0
(eV)
%
change
AEtr
(meV)
%
change
none Z98 0 2.528 0 435 0
Cii(GPa) 350[122] -1 0 2.81 -6 2.563 + 1 400 -8 "
405[112] +4 3.05 + 2 2.514 -0 .6 . 450 +3
Ci2 (GPa) 94[10] -35 2.76 -7 2.573 + 2 390 - 1 0
165[112] -{-14 3.07 +3 2.510 -0.7 455 +5
Ci3 (GPa) 66.7[10] -37 3.09 +4 2.539 +0.4 470 + 8
130[157] +23 &89 -3 2.526 -0 .1 410 -6
C33(GPa) 209[120] -47 Z 8 8 -3 2.463 -3 390 - 1 0
418[112] +5 2.99 +0.3 2.532 + 0 .2 440 + 1
e3i(Cm“ )^ -0.27[18] -49 2.29 -23 2 .6 6 6 +5 295 -32
-0.81[62] +54 3.75 +26 2.365 -6 600 +38
6 3 3 ( 0  m~^) 0.2[18] -78 2.50 -16 2.625 +4 335 -23
1.3[62] +45 3.23 + 8 2.476 -2 490 +13
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Figure 4.5: Typical ground state emission energy as a function of applied reverse bias.
4.7 Effect o f route used for calculating PZ  tensor elem ents  
of alloy
In Section 3.5 two alternative routes (e-first and e-last) for estimating the PZ constants 
Cij of an alloy such as luo.aGao.gN were described. How much difference does the choice 
of route make to the calculated optical properties of an InGaN/GaN quantum well 
system? Once again the device shown in Figure 4.3 is used as an example. Figures 
4.6 to 4.8 show the internal field, emission energy at zero bias and blueshift (which is 
the difference between emission energy at zero bias and the maximum emission energy, 
when the applied field is equal and opposite to the internal field), as a function of In 
fraction, using e-first and e-last methods. For an In fraction of 0.2, using e-last instead 
of e-first increases the internal field by 9%, reduces Etr,o by about 2% and increases 
the blueshift AEtr by 10-15%.
To test the accuracy of the e-first and e-last routes, various devices in the literature 
were simulated. Table 4.5 shows present calculations of the internal field F, emission 
energy at zero bias (Etr,o) and blueshift AEtr using the e-last route (in italics) and
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Figure 4.6: Internal field in an Ina;Gai_a;N MQW, as a function of In fraction, using 
two different methods of calculating the PZ constants e^j.
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Figure 4.7: Emission energy at zero bias ( E t r , o )  in an In^Gai-^N MQW, as a function 
of In fraction, using two different methods of calculating the PZ constants eij.
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Figure 4.8: Blueshift (difference between emission energy at zero bias and at flatband) 
as a function of In fraction in an Ina;Gai_a:N MQW, using two different methods of 
calculating the PZ constants eij.
the e-first route (in bold font) using parameters such as well and barrier widths and 
In fraction from the literature. The values of F  and H^Etr calculated using the e-first 
route correspond more closely with the literature values than do the results from the 
e-last method.
The e-first approach is more logical than e-last (see Section 3.5), and this is borne out 
by Table 4.5, so e-first is used from now on.
4.8 Effect o f electrom echanical coupling on PZ  field and  
optical properties
Table 4.4 illustrates the effect of introducing full electromechanical coupling, using as 
examples first, a single 3 nm QW with the growth direction parallel to the [0001] crystal 
axis and second, the MQW stack used by Blume et al[23] (illustrated in Figure 4.3). In
the second example Equation 4.11 was used in the uncoupled case and Equation 4.17 in 
the coupled case. In both devices coupling reduces the internal field by 2% and, as one 
would expect, it reduces the blueshift (the difference between the ground state emission 
energy at zero bias and the maximum ground state emission energy, when the applied 
field cancels the internal field) by a comparable amount. F?ir,o, the emission energy at 
zero bias, increases (by about 1%) because the internal field is reduced. It is clear that 
the effect of electromechanical coupling is small compared to the effect of uncertainty 
in the material properties (Section 4.6). Suo et aVs coupling index g (Equation 2.30) 
for I1io.2Gao.8N is 0.156, where 0.1 is negligible and 0.5 is large, which is consistent with 
the results presented here.
Table 4.4: Comparison of results from electromechanically coupled and uncoupled mod­
els respectively. F  is internal electric field, EtrS) ground state electronic transition en­
ergy (with no applied bias) and Ù^Etr blueshift (difference between emission energy 
with no applied bias and that with an applied field equal and opposite to internal 
field). Results are presented (a) for a single 3nm In0.2Ga0.aN/GaN QW and (b) for the 
Ino.2Gao.8N/GaN MQWs depicted in Figure 4.3.
(a) Single QW 
Uncoupled Coupled
(b) MQWs 
Uncoupled Coupled
F  (M V cm -i) 
j%r,o (eV)
/S.Etr (meV)
-3.90 -3.81 
2.27 2.29 
695 670
-3.05 -2.98 
2.51 2.53 
450 435
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4.9 C om parison o f th e  m odel w ith  devices in literature
The model developed in this work was used to simulate a range of InGaN/ GaN devices 
in the literature with various well widths and In fractions and the calculated optical 
properties were compared with those reported, Takeuchi[135], Jho[69], Waltereit[145], 
Feng [52] and their respective co-workers used photoluminescence to investigate the 
ground state optical transition energies and/or internal field. Peng et aZ[110] used selec­
tive wavelength excitation with photoluminescence, Wang et a^[147] photoluminescence 
under high excitation, Lai et aZ[81] electrotransmission, Dhar et aZ[36] cathodolumines­
cence and Blume et a /[23] electro-modulated reflectivity to investigate the optical prop­
erties. Oriato and Walker[100] used a coupled Poisson-Schrodinger approach, and Xiao 
et a?[156] used the Rashba-Sheka-Pikus Hamiltonian. Table 4.5 sets out the present 
calculations (in bold type) of internal field, ground state emission energy at zero applied 
bias (Etrfi) and blueshift together with the corresponding values in the literature (in 
ordinary type). Etr,o depends not only on In fraction and well width but also on the 
barrier width and whether the device is a MQW; hence simulations of devices which 
have the same In fraction xjn and Lw ([135] and [52]) do not necessarily produce the 
same results.
Where internal field is reported in experimental work, the field is deduced from Et^ 
(as a function of applied bias in the case of Takeuchi[135], Lai[81] and Jho[69], as a 
function of excitation energy[134, 86, 80] or as a function of well width in the case of 
Hangleiter[64]). The present calculations of internal fields and blueshifts tend to be on 
the high side (although the match with a theory paper (Xiao)[156] is reasonably good). 
This may be partly due to screening, which is not talcen into account in the model (see 
Section 4.3.2). Or it may be that the PZ constants used are too high. The calculations 
have been redone (in brackets in Table 4.5) using Shimada et aVs (zero-strain) PZ 
constants[122], which were calculated ab initio and which produce a better fit with 
literature values of internal field and blueshift (it is not possible to use their strain- 
dependent PZ tensor [123] directly, as volume is not conserved in this case). Bykhovski
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et ars[27] PZ constants are even lower than Shimada’s and could potentially produce 
an even better fit to literature results, but they are estimated from the PZ constants 
of zincblende GaN and they do not seem reliable so they have not been used here.
The discrepancies between published values and present calculations of Etr,o are of the 
order of ±0.2 eV. While there is significant uncertainty in this area, the present values 
fall somewhere in the middle of the range. The Shimada-based[122] calculations of Etr,o 
(in brackets in Table 4.5) correspond slightly less well with the literature values than do 
the Vurgaftman-based[141] equivalent (in bold type); the average differences between 
the present and literature values are +0.08 eV and -0.04 eV respectively. However, 
taking Table 4.5 as a whole, the Shimada-based PZ constants give better agreement 
with experiment.
Figure 4.9 shows calculated values of Etr,o as a function of well width for various In 
fractions, first using Vurgaftman and Meyer’s PZ constants[141] from Table 3.4, then 
using Shimada et aVs (zero-strain) values[122]. In each case a stack of quantum wells 
with barriers of width 10 nm has been assumed.
To illustrate the amount of uncertainty in emission energies from InGaN devices. Figure 
4.10 shows a subset of data from Table 4.5: Etr,o versus In fraction for cases where the 
well width is 3 nm {Etr,o depends also on barrier width and whether the device is a 
MQW). The literature values are shown together with calculated values, using first the 
standard Vurgaftman and Meyer PZ constants[141] from Table 3.4, and then those of 
Shimada et aZ[122]. The table indicates that the Shimada PZ constants tend to give 
the best agreement with literature values, particularly where xin >0.16.
There is much inconsistency between optical properties of devices in the literature, even 
devices with ostensibly similar geometry and composition, as Table 4.5 demonstrates. 
This is due largely to the difficulty of growing consistent samples, as explained in 
Section 3.2. Although the present model makes the usual assumption that PZ field is 
proportional to strain, there is evidence that eij is in fact strain-dependent[123, 139], 
and this may be one source of discrepancy between theoretical and experimental results.
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2
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«c2 0.25
Width of well (nm)
Figure 4.9: Ground state emission energy at zero applied bias {Etr,o), as a function of 
well width, for various In fractions; using Vurgaftman and Meyer’s PZ constants[141] 
from Table 3.4 (solid lines) and those of Shimada et al[122] (dashed lines).
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Figure 4.10: Comparison of literature values for Etr,o (ground state emission energy 
at zero applied bias) with those calculated by the present author for various devices 
with well width 3 nm, using standard Vurgaftman[141] PZ constants (Table 3.4) and 
Shimada’s[122j.
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Another possible cause of uncertainty is that estimates of the proportion of In to Ga 
in a real sample are made on indirect evidence and may be inaccurate. Also the 
dependence of e^ - on In fraction may be quadratic[l] rather than linear (as is generally 
assumed, and assumed here); another analysis[17] is that while Vegard’s law (Equation 
3.1 without the quadratic term) applies to PZ polarisation, the e^s of the constituent 
binary materials are strain-dependent.
4.10 Effect o f In gradient on PZ field and optical prop­
erties
In some growth processes such as metal oxide chemical vapour deposition (MOCVD), 
GaN nitride barriers are grown at a higher temperature than InGaN wells. The higher 
temperature (1 0 0 0 ° C) aids the efficient breakdown of NH3 but at that temperature 
the In would boil off, so the wells are grown at about 700° C. At the end of the growth 
of a well, the temperature is ramped up for the growth of the barrier and this may 
cause loss or redistribution of In. In fraction affects inter alia the PZ properties and 
the strain. Does the spatial variation of In fraction in the growth direction change the 
optical properties?
To investigate this, four arbitrary In profiles were considered: constant, linear, quadratic 
and quartic, all with the same average In content; also a quadratic profile with a dif­
ferent average In content, to see whether it was the In content or the manner of its 
distribution that affected the result. The profiles are shown in Figure 4.11. Once again, 
the device shown in Figure 4.3 was modelled. For ease of computation, the continuous 
function was approximated by varying the In fraction in 20 discrete steps across the 
well.
Figure 4.12 shows the band profiles corresponding to the four In profiles with the same 
average In content, at zero bias. While the well bottom becomes more and more curved 
as the degree of the polynomial increases, this is a mere detail compared to the feature
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Figure 4.11: In profiles used in this investigation. All have the same average In content 
except the lower of the two quadratic curves, which has the same limits as the linear 
profile.
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which dominates all the scenarios: the slope in the well due to the PZ field. Thus 
the ground state electron and hole energies (which are also shown in this Figure), and 
hence the emission energies, do not differ significantly between different profiles.
CB .. In profile
 quadratic
: linear
6
5
4 r~constant
VB -3
2
1
0
well boundaries j
1 90 3 6
position z  (nm)
Figure 4.12: Band profiles for the various In profiles (excluding the offset quadratic), 
together with ground state electron and hole energies.
Figure 4.13 shows ground state emission energy as a function of applied bias, for each 
of the In profiles pictured. The result is similar for all the profiles having the same 
average In content; the only one that is noticeably different is the quadratic profile 
with the same limits as the linear profile, but a smaller average In content.
In summary, it has been shown that, while the total In content in an InGaN quantum 
well is an important factor affecting the optical properties, the manner in which it 
is distributed along the growth axis is not important if the distribution is smooth 
(however, the formation of In-rich clusters, not discussed here, may well affect the
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Figure 4.13: Ground state emission energy as a function of applied reverse bias, for 
various different In profiles along the growth axis: constant, linear, quadratic and 
quartic. All have the same average In content except for the quadratic profile producing 
the upper dotted curve.
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optical properties). This is important because in the growth process it is difficult to 
make the In fraction constant across a well.
4.11 C onclusion
Fully-coupled equations have been developed for PZ and SP field and have been used 
to model the internal field and optical properties of single and multiple InGaN/GaN 
quantum wells in an effective-mass approach. The uncertainty in elastic and piezo­
electric properties of GaN has been shown to lead to an uncertainty in the calculated 
internal field of the order of ±25%, with consequential effects on the blueshift when 
an external field is applied. In estimating the PZ constants of InGaN from those 
of GaN and InN, the “e-first” route (which calculates the e^ - of each binary and then 
interpolates between them) has been shown to give the best correspondence with PZ 
fields and optical properties in the literature, so the e-first route will be used in the 
work on quantum dots in Chapter 5. It has been found that electromechanical coupling 
is not a significant effect in these systems. There is a wide range of optical and PZ 
properties in the literature, even for devices that ai'e ostensibly similar. Using Shimada 
et aZ’s[122] PZ constants gives the best agreement between the present model and lit­
erature values of internal field and blueshift due to applied field, so they will be used 
in the work with quantum dots in Chapter 5. Finally, it has been demonstrated that a 
smooth In gradient across a well does not affect the optical properties, provided that 
the average In content is not affected.
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C hapter 5
Strain and piezoelectric fields in 
quantum  dots
5.1 Introduction
The calculation of strain and PZ fields in quantum wells is essentially a one-dimensional 
problem and can often be taclded analytically (see Section 4.2), but in general quantum 
dots are more complex, particularly when the anisotropy of the material is brought 
into play. So in this chapter computational methods are used to evaluate strain and 
PZ field in quantum dots. The chief aim of this chapter is to examine the accuracy 
and usefulness the Pan[104, 102] Green’s function method; it is also compared with 
the Williams[152, 153] and Faux-Pearson-Christmas[51, 50] Green’s function methods. 
The emphasis is on applying these methods to GaN/AIN and InGaN/GaN dots, which 
exhibit SP and PZ properties, but the more traditional InAs/GaAs systems are also 
discussed. The main questions are: how important is it to include the anisotropy of 
the material in the model, how important an effect is electromechanical coupling and 
how reasonable is it to ignore spontaneous polarisation?
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5.2 P an form alism
First published in 2000[104], Pan and Tonon’s Green’s function method can calculate 
stress, strain, PZ field/potential, electrostatic or spatial displacement in and around 
an inclusion in a material of arbitrary anisotropy. Their system incorporates full elec­
tromechanical coupling (defined in Section 2.8) but makes no mention of spontaneous 
polarisation (Section 2.4).
In Pan’s notation, elastic tensors have an extra row/column for electrical properties, as 
shown below. The extended tensors for spatial displacement strain stress cr.j,
stiffness and body force T j  (external force per unit volume) are
Ui
Ur =
 ^rxi ---
7 — 1,2,3
(7 ..
a
^ , 7 =  4
%  , a t =  1,2,3 
—7), K  = A
aij, 7  =  1,2,3 
Di, 7  =  4
Gijkh 7,7f =  l ,2 ,3
^lij , 7  =  1,2,3; 7T =  4
^iki Î 7  =  4; 7C =  1,2,3
^il ) 7; K  =  4
7 ) , 7  =  1,2,3
(5.1)
(5.2)
(5.3)
(5.4)
(5.5)
Pi J  — 4
where (f) is electrostatic potential, e is permittivity and p is charge density. Indices that 
run from 1 to 4 are shown in upper case and those that run from 1 to 3 in the normal 
way in lower case.
This notation allows Equations 2.29 and 2.35 to be written as a single, simpler equation
cr. ^iJKl ^ Kl X5.6)
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where the spontaneous polarisation term has been omitted because it cannot be ac­
commodated in this model. Equations 2.23 and 2.36 can both now be written as
<^ u, + y^j=0 (5.7)
Pan and Tonon define a floating unit vector e which points from the source point to
the field point; and p and q are unit vectors orthogonal to e and to each other. They
then define a vector
V =  p ± C q  (5.8)
where C is unknown as yet. Next they define a symmetric 4 x 4  matrix
^ji< (5.9)
where the elements are quadratic in (. (  is the solution of the eighth-order polynomial 
equation
detr =  0 (5.10)
C has four pairs of complex conjugate values, labelled and m =  1...4.
Pan and Tonon’s Green’s tensor for spatial displacement/electrostatic potential ( “ex­
tended displacement”) is[104]
G^k (x  -  x') =  - £  E --------------- ----------------------------------------- (5.11)•»=ia9(c,„-a) n  (Cm-&)(Cm-a)
where r is the distance from the source point to the field point, A j k  is the adjoint of 
r  (i.e. the transpose of the matrix of cofactors) and ag is the coefficient of Gj k  is 
symmetric.
Extended displacement is given by
Uk (x) =  ^  G jjf(x  -  x ')n i(x ')d5(x ') (5.12)
where x are field points, n  is the outward unit normal to the surface of the dot and 
x ' source points on the surface of the dot. The integral is over the surface of the dot. 
(^o)im i^isfit strain.
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In order to calculate the strain and PZ field (referred to collectively as extended strain), 
Gj k  is differentiated with respect to x  using the standard numerical central difference 
method
Cj,M,i — 2 ^  [^LM ((^ i ±  h; CjjM ip^ i h, Xj^ (K/g)] (5.13)
where the subscript indicates differentiation with respect to xi and h is a small 
interval, typically 1 0 ~®r (see Section 5.5.5). Extended strain is given by
f^cp(x) =  2 ^(o)Lm^iJLm J ^ [ ^ J k ,p i ^ ~ ^ )  f'Gjp^}i{x — :x.)]hi{'x.)dS{x), fc =  l , 2 , 3
£4p(x) =  6(0) ^ » ! ^  C^ J4 ,p(x -  x')fii(x') dS'(x') (5.14)
(there is a misprint in Equation 15a and 15b of Reference [104]).
5.3 Faux-Pearson-C hristm as (F P C ) m ethod
In 2000 Faux and Pearson[51] published a method of calculating strain Green’s tensors 
for buried quantum dots in materials with cubic anisotropy. This was developed further 
in a paper by Faux and Christmas published in 2005 [50]. The method is referred to 
here as FPC. The FPC Green’s tensor Gij is expressed as an infinite series comprising 
successively higher order corrections to the isotropic approximation:-
+  ••• (5.15)
where
^ e-“ >
For isotropic materials A =  0 (see Equation 2.11). Each term in Qij is a polynomial 
function of the position vectors of the source and field points, scaled by the elastic 
stiffnesses and the misfit strain. Faux and Pearson provide tables of the polynomial 
coefficients for the first three terms of the series in Equation 5.15; for example each 
element of contains some 20 polynomial sub-terms. They showed that truncation 
after the second term of the series in Equation 5.15 gives excellent accuracy. The strain
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at a field point x  is calculated by an integral over source points x ' within the volume 
of the dot:-
% (x) =  ^ ii(x  -  x ')dU (x') (5.17)
For field points inside the dot, a residue R /S  given by Equation 2.16 must be added to 
each diagonal component of strain calculated as above.
5.4 W illiam s m ethod
In 2004 Williams et aZ[152, 153] published analytic expressions for the PZ and SP 
field/potential in a quantum dot with isotropic elastic properties. The equations are
d s ' (5.18)
(K  -  6a2J) [  ~  • dS' (5.19)
( B - )
P ( ^ S P  =  Pqd - P m  r jg ,  (5 .2 1 )
4 7 T £  7 5 '  I X  -  x '  P  ^  ^
where (f> denotes electrostatic potential, x ' and x  are source points (on the surface of 
the dot) and field points respectively, integrals are over the surface of the dot, x% is a 
unit vector in the Xi direction, s  is relative permittivity, the summation convention is 
used and J  and K  are given by
T __ -goA(2ei5 -  633 +  631 ) /M
87TG  ^ ‘ ^
^  ~  8 ^  — .A(2ei5 +  631 +  633)] (5.23)
A — — (5. 24) 1 — 1/  ^ '
The Poisson ratio i/ is defined in Equations 2.12 and 2.13.
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5.5 T he Pan program
The author’s FORTRAN 90 program (the Pan program) uses Pan’s Equations 5.11, 5.12 
and 5.14 in a surface integral over a buried quantum dot or slab to calculate strain, 
stress, PZ field, displacement (spatial or electrostatic) or PZ potential at any point 
inside or outside the dot. A NAG routine was used to solve the eighth-order polynomial 
equation. The program can model a dot in the shape of a cuboid, a truncated cone or a 
truncated, hexagonal-based pyramid such as that observed by Arlery and co-workers[9]. 
The geometry of each shape is shown in Figure 5.1. The wetting layer was not included 
in the model because it is too thin to have a significant effect on the strain field[72]. 
Although Pan’s model allows a free surface to be introduced[102], the present model 
assumes an infinite extent of matrix material. The material parameters used are set 
out in Table 3.4.
Consideration was given to incorporating spontaneous polarisation into the Pan model, 
but it was concluded that this could not readily be done.
5.5 .1  R o ta tio n  o f  axes
The PZ field of an InAs/GaAs dot or well depends strongly on the orientation in which 
it is grown with respect to the crystal structure, so it is important to be able to change 
the orientation in the model.
There are two ways of dealing with rotation. One is to adopt the conventional crystal 
axes as the co-ordinate system and rotate the dot or well in this space. The other 
approach is to rotate the co-ordinate axes so that they lie along axes of symmetry (for 
example the growth direction) of the structure, and transform the tensors of material 
properties (which are normally written in a conventional crystal coordinate system) to 
the new co-ordinate system. The procedure for transforming tensors is given in Section 
2.11. The first approach was tried but the second was eventually adopted as it turned 
out to be more efficient and elegant.
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Figure 5.1: Geometry of quantum dots in the model, (a) cuboid, (b) truncated 
hexagonal-based pyramid, (c) truncated cone. In each case the direction of the axes 
depends on the orientation of the shape, not on the crystallographic axes.
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5 .5 .2  C a lc u la t in g  th e  n o rm a l to  a  p la n e
Equations 5.12 and 5.14 require an expression for the normal to each surface. To do this 
two non-parallel vectors a  and b in the plane were taken (for each vector the difference 
between the position vectors of two vertices was used). The unit normal n  is then given 
by
n  =  (5.25)_ a  X b I
The normal to the curved surface of a cone depends on the azimuthal angle. A unit 
vector t  tangent to the circle at the position of the source point was defined, and a unit 
vector u  pointing up the slope of the curved surface, as shown in Figure 5.5.2. Then
t  =  (—sin^, COS0,0)
n =  t  X u
(5.26)
(5.27)
Figure 5.2: Geometry for the calculation of the normal to the curved surface of a 
truncated cone. The plan view is shown on the left and a cross-section on the right.
5 .5 .3  R e c u rs iv e  re f in e m e n t o f  m e sh
A strain Green’s function is proportional to r   ^ (see Section 5.9.1) where r is the 
distance from the source point x! to the field point x. When a field point is close to
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the surface of the dot, the part of the surface closest to the field point dominates the 
total strain picture and the density of source points in that region therefore needs to 
be high for an accurate result. Meshing the entire surface of the dot with this high 
density of source points would be a waste of computer time and the best approach is 
to have a source point density which falls off with distance from the field point. This 
was achieved by a recursive subroutine which subdivides each pixel if r  < /h , where 
h is the width of the pixel and /  is a user-defined refinement factor (“pixel” means 
the element of area belonging to an individual source point). Each Green’s function 
is weighted by the area of the corresponding pixel. Setting f  to 4.0 gave acceptable 
results for most purposes. Schematic examples of the mesh on the bottom face of the 
various dot shapes are given in Figure 5.3 (for clarity, the density of the mesh has been 
reduced by a factor of about 10).
5 .5 .4  A d d in g  m isfit stra in  to  p o in ts  in sid e th e  d ot
The Pan algorithm calculates relaxation strain, not total strain (see Section 2.5.4). For 
the full picture, misfit strain must be added to the output for points inside the dot. 
The following test was used for whether a field point x  is inside the dot. It is assumed 
initially to be inside. For each face of the dot an outward normal n  is defined and an 
arbitrary point a  selected on the face. If x  • n  > a  • fi for any face, x  is outside the dot, 
as illustrated in Figure 5.4.
5.5 .5  D ea lin g  w ith  num erical d ifficu lties
The Pan method breaks down if the P matrix (Section 5.2) is singular (i.e. its deter­
minant is zero and it has no inverse). This happens if all the elements in any row or 
column are zero. In some experiments the PZ effect needs to be “switched off” in order 
to be able to distinguish it from other effects. Setting the PZ constants to zero makes 
F singular; setting them to too small a value makes the numerical processes unstable
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Figure 5.3: Schematic examples of recursive meshing of source points on the base of 
dots of various shapes. In each case the field point is close to the centre of the face.
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Figure 5.4: Test of whether field point x  is inside a dot. a  is any point on the surface 
(which is represented by a vertical line), n  is normal to the surface.
because F is close to being singular. However a value of 10~^ of their true value was 
found to make the PZ effect negligible while preserving numerical stability.
A significant amount of numerical accuracy is lost when the displacement Green’s 
function Gjjc is differentiated to form the extended strain Green’s function Gj k .p- 
The relative numerical error in G j k  is of order 10"^^, which is reasonably impressive 
considering that the double precision floating point numbers used have only about 16 
decimal places of precision (quadruple precision floating point numbers are incompatible 
with the NAG routine used for solving the polynomial equation). But if a differentiation 
interval of say 10“ ®7' is used (where r  is distance from source point to field point) then 
typically G j k  + and G j k  — h , X j , X k )  are the same to 5 significant
figures. This means only 7 decimal places of accuracy are left in the derivative. One 
symptom of this is that the PZ field components Fi and F2  at points on the [0001] axis 
appear to be non-zero and unequal to each other, when they should both be zero on 
symmetry grounds.
This type of inaccuracy can be mitigated by choosing a larger differentiation interval, 
but then there is a danger of inaccuracy due to curvature of the function within the 
interval. It is necessary to ensure tha t the random error Sn due to too small a differ­
entiation interval is not of significantly different order of magnitude from the error £c 
due to curvature. In Figure 5.5, y  represents the dependent variable G j k  and x  the
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independent variable Xi. For dy/dx  at rco, £n is given by
{V2  - 6 ) -  {yi -  Ô) {y2  -  yi)
2 h 2 h
(5.28)
where ô is the error in as shown in Figure 5.5. Sc can be approximated by
2/2 -  2/1 2/2 -  2/s
2 h 2 h
2/s -2/1
2 h
22/0 — 2/2 — 2/1 
2 h (5.29)
since 2/2 — 2/o =  2/o — 2/s- It turns out that £n — £c when =  10 ®r. However h — 10
y
>  X
Figure 5.5: Schematic for error analysis for differentiating y with respect to x  at xq
was used in the simulations, since the relative error involved is less than 10  ^ in values 
which are large enough to be significant. This is orders of magnitude smaller than
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other uncertainties, such as that due to uncertainties in the material parameters. When 
h = 10~^r, £n is insignificant (verified by truncating Gj k  to 12 significant figures and 
comparing the results with those from untruncated Green’s functions).
5.6 T esting th e  P an  program
5.6 .1  S tra in  around  an  iso tro p ic  cu b o id
An analytic expression for stress in an isotropic cuboid was given by Downes et a/[46] 
and a related expression for strain by Pearson [105]. The version used to compare with 
the output of the program was
ÊQ (1 +1^2 =  4° Q l -jT  Z  Z  Z  log [ z ,  +  + (5.31)
where u is the Poisson ratio, defined in Section 2.5.3, Xn  =  +  na, Yp = X2 +pb  and
Yg = X3 + qc\ n, p and q take the values +1 or —1 and the dimensions of the cuboid 
are 2a by 26 by 2c. Other strain components can be found by cyclic permutation of 
Equations 5.30 and 5.31. For the purpose of comparison of the output of the program 
with these analytical expressions an isotropic approximation to a cuboidal InAs/GaAs 
dot of dimensions 18 x 18 x 6 nm, as shown in Figure 5.1(a), was modelled. Although 
real dots are not cuboids, the size and aspect ratio are realistic. To make the material 
isotropic, C u  was defined by Equation 2.11, in place of the true C u  of GaAs.
As an example of the good correspondence between the output of the program and the 
analytic values. Figure 5.6 shows the en strain as a function of distance along the xi  
axis from the centre of the dot. In both data sets (and in all other results presented 
in this work) the strain at points inside the dot includes the misfit strain eo, although 
Equations 5.30 and 5.31 describe only the relaxation strain.
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Figure 5.6: Total strain en as a function of horizontal distance from the centre of a 
cuboidal quantum dot of dimensions 18 x 18 x 6 nm. x represents the Pan values and 
O  the analytic values from Equation 5.30. An isotropic approximation to InAs/GaAs 
was used.
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5 .6 .2  S p atia l d isp lacem en t around  an iso trop ic  sp here
The program was tested by comparing the computed spatial (as opposed to electro­
static) displacement around a cubic dot with an analytical expression for the spatial 
displacement around a spherical quantum dot in an isotropic material. As the distance 
from the dot increases, the shape of the dot becomes less significant and it is not un­
reasonable to compare a cube with a sphere. An analytical expression for the principal 
stresses around a spherical inclusion is
where Y  and v are the Young modulus and Poisson ratio respectively, s is the radius 
of the sphere and r  the distance from the centre of the sphere. The Young modulus is 
given by
_  CiA (3Ci2 +  2 C44) , r,n\
~  C12 +  C u
and the Poisson ratio by Equation 2.13. Stress is converted to strain by the equation
eu =  y  [au -  V {ajj -j- a^k)] (5.34)
where j  and k each takes a different value and there is no implied summation. Placing 
the origin at the centre of the sphere, taking a field point on the axis and substituting 
Equation 5.32 into Equation 5.34 produces
«■ -
By integrating this with respect to xi the displacement in the xi  direction is given by
~  3(1
Figure 5.7 shows displacement as a function of distance from an isotropic dot with 
the Young modulus, Poisson ratio and misfit strain of an InAs/GaAs system. The 
displacement is calculated first using the Pan program, with the isotropic C n  from 
Equation 2.11, negligible PZ constants and a cubic dot 2 nm across; the output is
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shown as a dashed line. The dotted line shows the analytic value of displacement for 
a sphere of the same volume, using Equation 5.36. The agreement is excellent and, 
unsurprisingly, it improves with increasing distance from the dot as the difference in 
shape becomes less important.
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Figure 5.7: Displacement as a function of distance from the centre of an isotropic, 
InAs-like dot in GaAs. The dashed line is for a cubic dot 2 nm across, using the Pan 
program, and the dotted line for a spherical dot of the same volume using Equation 
5.36.
5.6.3 Strain in a zincblende quantum well in various orientations
An analytic expression can easily be derived for strain in the growth direction in a 
zincblende quantum well in the (001) orientation. The boundary conditions are as for 
a wurtzite quantum well (Equation 4.1). Substituting them into Equation 2.7 (Hooke’s 
law) and using the zincblende forms of Cij (Equation 2.10) and (Equation 2.26)
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gives
0 =  2Ci2€q +
= ^ 6 3  =  (5.37)
which is the analytic expression for strain in the growth direction in a zincblende 
quantum well in the (0 0 1 ) orientation, ignoring electromechanical coupling.
The Pan program was used to model InAs/GaAs quantum wells in three different 
orientations, (001), (110) and (1 1 1 ) (see Section 2.3). In each case, the named crystal 
axis becomes the axis, with the other two axes lying in the plane of the well (rotation 
of axes is discussed in more detail in Section 2.11). The well was modelled as a slab 
200 X 200 X 2 nm.
Figure 5.8 shows the total strain 633 in the growth direction for the quantum wells in 
the three orientations. For comparison with the output of the Pan program, the strain 
was calculated analytically by transforming the Cijki stiffness tensor into the new co­
ordinate system using Equation 2.40 and then applying Equation 5.37 with the new 
“starred” Cijki. The computational and analytic results are in excellent agreement. The 
sharp step function in the numerical results was achieved with the help of the recursive 
meshing subroutine (Section 5.5.3), which was essential to deal with the wide rage of 
distances between source point and field point. In this case the surface was initially 
divided into 40 x 40 pixels and a refinement factor /  of 20 was used for subdividing 
the mesh. These results demonstrate the anisotropy of InAs/GaAs; an isotropic well 
would have the same strain regardless of orientation.
5 .6 .4  P Z  field  in  a  w u r tz ite  q u an tu m  w ell
Figure 5.9 shows PZ field in a (0001) GaN/AIN quantum well 800 nm by 800 nm by 
2 nm, calculated by the Pan program (crosses) and by the analytic coupled equation 
(Equation 4.6) developed in Chapter 4 (continuous line), omitting the spontaneous 
polarisation term, which cannot be accommodated in the Pan model. Once again
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Figure 5.8: Total strain in the growth direction for an InAs/GaAs quantum well in 
three orientations. The well is modelled as a 200 x 200 x 2 nm slab with the origin at 
the centre. The output from the Pan program is shown as x , and the analytic values 
as lines.
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recursive meshing was used. The two sets of results agree to better than one part in 
1500 within the well.
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Figure 5.9: Piezoelectric field in a (0001) GaN/AlN quantum well, calculated by the 
Pan program (crosses) and by the analytic Equation 4.6 (continuous line).
5 ,6 ,5  C om parison  w ith  P a n ’s G reen ’s fu n ction s for P Z T
The program was tested by reproducing Pan’s own Green’s tensor Gp k  for displacement 
in poled lead zirconate titanate ceramic (PZT-4)[104]. The material constants quoted 
by Pan[104] were used, with the source point at the origin and the field point at (1,1,1), 
following Pan. The relative error between the author’s and Pan’s results was less than 
10” '^ . The numerical values are set out in Table 5.1.
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Table 5.1: Extended displacement Green’s tensor G p k  for PZT-4 material, calculated 
using the author’s and Pan’s[104] code respectively. In each case the source point is at 
the origin and the field point at (1,1,1).
P ,K Present work Pan[104] Relative error
1,1 0.11507383E-11 0.11507373E-11 0.9E-06
1,2 0.19428529E-12 0.19428531E-12 O.lE-06
1,3 0.17241680E-12 0.17241444E-12 O.lE-04
1,4 0.20825010E-03 0.20825817E-03 0.4E-04
2,2 0.11507383E-11 0.11507373E-11 0.9E-06
2,3 0.17241680E-12 0.17241444E-12 O.lE-04
2,4 0.20825010E-03 0.20825817E-03 0.4E-04
3,3 0.79731439E-12 0.79729216E-12 0.3E-04
3,4 0.15238729E-02 0.15239326E-02 0.4E-04
4,4 -0.43914214E+07 -0.43915928E+07 0.4E-04
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5 .6 .6  S u m m a ry  o f  te s t in g  o f  P a n  p ro g ra m
The author’s Pan program showed excellent agreement with analytical expressions for 
strain and PZ field in and ai'ound an isotropic cuboid, an InAs/GaAs quantum well in 
various orientations and a wurtzite quantum well, and for spatial displacement around 
an isotropic sphere. Pan’s own Green’s function values for spatial displacement in 
PZT-4[104] were also reproduced.
5.7 Pan: In A s/G a A s dot in different grow th orientations
The Pan program was used to compare the strain (and PZ field) of InAs/GaAs quantum 
dots in different orientations, because such systems are already well-characterised and 
provide a useful check on the validity of the Pan model, and a point of comparison with 
the PPG model[51, 50], which only deals with cubic crystals. The geometry is shown 
in Figure 5.1(a). First the growth direction (the xz axis in Figure 5.1(a)) was placed 
along the [001] crystal axis, then the xz axis was aligned along the [111] direction, with 
the x i  axis along [1Î0] and X2  along [112] as in Faux and Pearson[51]. The material 
parameters set out in Table 3.4 were used. Figure 5.10 shows the en strain (expressed 
in terms of the axes shown in Figure 5.1(a), which rotate along with the cuboid). The 
results demonstrate how anisotropic InAs/GaAs is; the principal strain in the plane of 
the slab is significantly different in the two orientations (shown with squares and crosses 
respectively), reflecting the difference in stiffness of the material in the respective direc­
tions. The piezoelectric effect does not play a part in this change, as was demonstrated 
by reducing the PZ constants by three orders of magnitude and recalculating the strain 
in the (111) orientation (continuous line in Figure 5.10, indistinguishable from the case 
with full PZ constants, shown with crosses).
Some observations can be made here which apply to strain fields generally. It will be 
seen from Figure 5.10 that after relaxation, strain is negative throughout the system; 
the system is compressed both inside and outside the dot. At the centre of the dot
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Figure 5.10: Strain perpendicular to the growth direction of a cuboidal InAs/GaAs 
quantum dot (18 x 18 x 6 nm) as depicted in Figure 5.1(a). X2  = xs = 0. Os are for the 
(001) orientation. In the (111) orientation, xs show the case where the PZ constants 
of GaAs have been used and the continuous line was plotted with negligibly small PZ 
constants.
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the total strain is close to the misfit strain (—0.067); strain decays towards the dot 
boundary, where there is a step change, just as there is a step change here between 
misfit strain and zero strain in the unrelaxed state. Away from the dot, strain decays 
as where r  is distance from the centre of the dot.
Figure 5.11 shows dilatation (defined in Section 2.5.5) in a cuboidal InAs/GaAs dot 
with the same dimensions as before (see Figure 5.1(a)) in the (001), (110) and (111) ori­
entations, calculated using the Pan method. Dilatation for an isotropic approximation 
to an InAs/GaAs dot is shown as a solid line for comparison. Faux and Christmas[50] 
have demonstrated excellent agreement between dilatations calculated by the FPC and 
Pan methods for this system.
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Figure 5.11: Dilatation in a cuboidal InAs/GaAs quantum dot (18 x 18 x 6 nm) in the 
(001)(O)> (110)(o) and (111)(A) orientations, calculated by the Pan method[104, 102]. 
X\ =  CC2 =  0. The analytic dilatation for an isotropic approximation to an InAs/GaAs 
dot is shown as a solid line for comparison.
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Figure 5.12 shows the three components of PZ field F  (in, and perpendicular to, the 
growth direction) as a function of distance along the growth axis, for an InAs/GaAs 
cuboid in the (111) orientation. The PZ field is substantial: about 5 x 10  ^V /m  in the
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-50+07
—10+08 6.000-090 .000+00
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Figure 5.12; PZ field F  as a function of distance along the growth axis, for an InAs 
cuboid in the (1 1 1 ) orientation in a GaAs matrix. x \  = X2  = 0 . Q s: Fi (perpendic­
ular to growth direction); As: F2  perpendicular to growth direction); Os: F3 (growth 
direction).
growth direction X3 . It might seem surprising on symmetry grounds that Fi and F2 
on the axis of the dot should be unequal, but one can see by looking at the PZ tensor, 
transformed into the (111) orientation using Equation 2.40, that this will not be the 
case:-
/  n n n n n noo/i 1 QOA \
(5.38)^ij {GaAs,111)
0 0 0 0 0.0924 -0.1306
-0.1306 0.1306 0 0.0924 0 0
0.0924 0.0924 -0.1848 0 0 0
because eij 7  ^ C2j  for j  =  1..3. Another factor contributing to the apparent inequality
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of Fi and Fg niay be the type of numerical inaccuracy described in Section 5.5.5. In 
the (001) orientation the PZ field for a similar InAs/GaAs cuboid is more than three 
orders of magnitude smaller than in the (1 1 1 ) orientation.
5.8 C om parison o f tw o dot shapes
In Section 5.10 a wurtzite dot is modelled as a truncated hexagonal pyramid, similar 
to that observed by Aiiery et a/[9]. In Section 5.9 this is approximated by a truncated 
cone, which is simpler to model. The two shapes are now compared to see if the shape 
makes any difference to the strain and internal fields. Figure 5.13 shows the strain 
€33 and PZ field F3 as a function of distance in the growth direction for hexagonal 
and conical GaN/AlN dots of the same height, volume and aspect ratio, using the 
Pan method. It can be seen that the shape makes no significant difference (except at 
the boundaries, where the cone meshing produces some spuriously high values). This 
agrees with the finding of Andreev et uZ[5].
5.9 C om parison b etw een  P an  and F P C  m eth od s
The Pan[104, 102] method, which incorporates full electromechanical coupling and full 
anisotropy, is now compared with the FPC method[51, 50] of calculating strain, which 
includes cubic (not hexagonal) anisotropy but no coupling.
In all cases the PPG series is truncated after the term, as this has been shown to 
give excellent accuracy [51].
5.9 .1  C om parison  o f  G reen ’s fu n ction s
The FPC method uses a volume integral, which can give rise to a singularity when a 
field point inside the dot coincides with a source point. To circumvent this problem, the 
FPG and Pan integrands (which for this purpose includes the factors outside the Pan
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Figure 5.13: (a) strain €33 and (b) PZ field F3 as a function of distance in the growth 
direction for a GaN/AlN truncated hexagonal-based pyramid as depicted in Figure 
5.1 (solid lines) and a cone (circles) of the same height, volume and aspect ratio. 
X]_ — X2  =  0. The Pan[104] model was used in both cases.
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integral) were compared directly. To make them comparable, it was necessary either to 
convert the FPC volume integrand into a surface integrand or rewrite the Pan surface 
integrand as a volume integrand. The first approach would have required using the 
divergence theorem (Equation 2.39) and finding a function Hij such that
Qij =  V ' Hij- (5.39)
where Qij is the FPC volume integrand. This led to a large amount of intractable 
analytical integration, so instead the Pan surface integrand was converted into a vol­
ume integrand by differentiating the strain Creen’s tensor G jk^p with respect to x\  (in 
addition to the existing differentiation with respect to Xp). Then
[G jK ,p i.(x-x ') +  G jp ,7 fi-(x -x ')]d y (x ')  (5.40)
-  /v
where the subscript indicates that the function is differentiated with respect to 
and the integrand contains a sum over i according to the usual convention.
The absolute values of the FPC and Pan volume integrands Gij  ^ together with the 
FPC isotropic are shown in Figure 5.14 as a function of distance r  from the 
source point to the field point. Elastic properties of CaAs were used, together with an 
arbitrary misfit strain of 0.01. Gij is shown in units of nm“ .^ The difference between 
the anisotropic FPC and Pan Gij is about 15%, but the difference between these and the 
isotropic equivalent is much greater, as the Figure illustrates. The Pan Gij includes full 
electromechanical coupling in principle, but in this case coupling makes no appreciable 
difference to the result, as was verified by reducing the PZ constants by a factor of 100 
and producing a virtually identical result. Figure 5.14 shows that Gij(r) is a straight 
line on a log-log plot, with a gradient of —3, which demonstrates that a Creen’s function 
for a given direction of r  is proportional to | r  It can be expressed in the form
Gij{r, 6 , 4>) =  eoAij{e, (j>) r~^ (5.41)
where Aij is a dimensionless tensor that depends on direction but not on r. The value 
of Aij for the [100], [110] and [111] directions in CaAs, calculated by the FPC and Pan
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Figure 5.14: Absolute values of strain integrands Gij for a volume integral, shown as a 
function of distance r  from the source point to the field point. GaAs parameters and 
a misfit strain of 0.01 were used. Q\\ in the direction [100], and Gu in the direction 
[111] are shown (the latter offset by a factor of 10 for clarity). Solid lines show the 
FPC Green’s functions, dashed lines the Pan volume integrands and dotted lines the 
isotropic Green’s functions. The integrands are in units of nm” .^
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methods and for the isotropic case, are given in Table 5.2. In each case (except in the 
case where the isotropic value is similar to its anisotropic equivalents) the FPC value 
makes up 80 to 90% of the difference between the isotropic and Pan values.
Table 5.2: The value of Aij in the expression eoAijV  ^ describing the form of the strain 
Green’s tensor for the Pan[104, 102], FPG[51, 50] and isotropic[51] methods in GaAs.
Direction Green’s function Pan FPC Isotropic
[100] A l l 0-0757 0-0830 0-2583
A 2 2  =  A 3 3 -0-0993 -0-1019 -0-1292.
Ai2 =  Ai3 =  A 2 3 0-000 0-0000 0-0000
[110] A l l  =  A 2 2 0-134 0-1217 0-0646
A 3 3 -0-199 -0-1947 -0-1292
Ai2 0-193 0-1919 0-1937
Ai3 =  A23 0-000 0-0000 0-0000
[111] A l l  =  A 2 2  =  A 3 3 0-0464 0-0392 0-0000
Ai2 =  Ai3 =  A23 0-198 0-1863 0-1292
The computational speed of calculating the FPC and Pan integrands was compared. 
For this purpose the Pan surface integrand was used because for reasons of speed one 
would not use the volume integrand, which involves an extra differentiation. In a run 
of 10,000 different positions, the Pan integrands took 25 times as long per source point 
to compute as the FPC integrands. Taking into account that volume integrals use 
more source points than surface integrals -  a typical surface integral over a cube might 
require some 2500 points per face (15,000 points) while the equivalent volume integral 
would require some 125,000 points -  the FPC method is three times faster than the 
Pan method.
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5.9 .2  In A s /G a A s  d ot in  (001) or ien ta tion
Figure 5.15 shows en strain as a function of distance along the x i  axis for a cuboidal 
InAs/GaAs dot, 18 x 18 x 6 nm, in the (001) orientation, calculated by the Pan program 
(crosses) and by Dr David Faux[51] (squares). The correspondence between the two 
data sets is good. The Pan data take into account the converse PZ effect, while the 
FPC data do not; however the PZ effect in GaAs in the (001) orientation is so weak 
that reducing the PZ constants by three orders of magnitude makes no appreciable 
difference to the result. By comparing Figure 5.15 with Figure 5.6 one can see that 
cubic anisotropy, as opposed to isotropy, makes a significant difference. The scatter 
in the FPC data near the centre of the dot in Figure 5.15 illustrates the difficulties of 
using a volume integral, where some source points lie arbitrarily close to the field point 
and contribute very large values to the strain (strain is proportional to the inverse third 
power of the distance from the source point to the field point).
5.9 .3  S tra in  in  III-N  d ots
The FPC[51, 50] and Pan[104, 102] methods were compared for calculating strains in 
and around III-nitride dots in the (0001) orientation. Two commonly-used dot/m atrix 
material systems, GaN/AlN and Ino.2Gao.8N/GaN, were investigated. The material 
properties set out in Table 3.4 were used. Since the FPC method can only deal with 
cubic, not hexagonal, symmetry, the following cubic approximation to the wurtzite 
elastic properties was used:-
0 | î  =  (5.42)
cça ^  C33 (5,43)
e g  =  +  (5.44)
where indicates the cubic approximation and the actual Cij of the wurtzite 
material. The average of the a misfit strain in the (0001) plane and the c misfit along
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Figure 5.15: Strain en  as a function of distance from the centre of the dot along the 
x i  axis. The dot is an InAs/GaAs cuboid 18 x 18 x 6 nm in the (001) orientation, xs 
represent the Pan data and Ds Faux’s data[51]
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the [0 0 0 1 ] axis was taken:-
eo =  2 (^^o(a) +  ^o(c)) (5.45)
The dot was modelled as a truncated cone (see Figure 5.1(c)), comparable to the 
truncated hexagonal pyramids observed by Arlery et al[9]y but simpler to incorporate 
in volume integral code. The height was 3 nm, the radius of the base 10 nm and the 
radius of the top face 5 nm. The material properties of the matrix, rather than of the 
dot, were used throughout, following Pan[102] (see Section 3.6). Shimada et aÜ’s[1 2 2 ] 
values for egi and 633 for AIN and GaN were used since their GaN eij produced the 
best fit between simulations of quantum wells reported in Section 4.9 and published 
results.
In the FPG volume integral each field point was placed equidistant from each of its near­
est neighbour source points, otherwise the strain value would have depended strongly 
on some arbitrary distance to the nearest source point. Source points (and their asso­
ciated volumes) within 0 .2  nm of the field point were excluded, as this made the strains 
correspond best with the Pan strains in the case of a non-PZ cuboid. The residue from 
Equation 2.16 was added to the principal strains for field points inside the dot.
The principal strains are shown in Figure 5.16 (the shear components are three orders of 
magnitude smaller). The solid lines are the FPC strains; the squares are the Pan strains, 
where the PZ effect has been switched off so that any differences between these two data 
sets are due to differences between the methods rather than due to electromechanical 
coupling. The correspondence between the FPC and Pan strains outside the dot is 
good, as is the correspondence between the respective ens and €228, but there is a 
16% discrepancy between the respective 633s inside the In0.2Gao.gN/GaN dot and 33% 
for GaN/AlN. This may reflect the fact that omitting small volumes around the field 
point from the FPC integral is rather an inexact science. The PZ constants were then 
switched back to their realistic (Shimada[122]) values (crosses in Figure 5.16) to observe 
the effect of electromechanical coupling on the Pan strains. This reduces the Pan 633 
by 5% for In0.2Gao.gN/GaN and by 15% for GaN/AlN; electromechanical coupling is
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greater in GaN/AlN because AIN has larger PZ constants than GaN. en and €22 do 
not change significantly when the PZ effect is switched on.
The dashed lines in Figure 5.16 show the Pan strains with full wurtzite anisotropy, to 
demonstrate how much inaccuracy the cubic approximation introduces. The difference 
is very marked for GaN/AlN; this due mainly to large differences between eo(a) and 
in AIN, which are averaged out in the cubic approximation.
5 .9 .4  S u m m ary o f  P a n -F P C  com p arison
The Pan[104, 102] and FPC [51] methods of calculating strain in inclusions were com­
pared, For this purpose the Pan surface integrand was converted to a volume integrand 
and the respective integrands agreed to within about 10%. The integrands (Green’s 
functions) depend on orientation and are proportional to r~^. The FPC Green’s func­
tions compute about three times faster than the Pan surface integrands (taking into 
account that fewer points are needed in a surface integral than in a volume integral). 
The agreement between the Pan and FPC strains for an InAs/GaAs dot in the (001) 
orientation is good. A cubic-symmetry equivalent of GaN/AlN and In0.2Ga0.gN/GaN 
dots was modelled by the Pan and FPC methods; the in-plane strains and the strains 
outside the dot agreed well but the respective €33 strains inside the dot differed by 
up to 33% (when the PZ effect was neglected). When electromechanical coupling was 
reintroduced, the Pan 633 inside the dot reduced by 15% for GaN/AlN and 5% for 
In0.2Ga0.gN/GaN. When full wurtzite anisotropy was introduced it was seen that the 
cubic approximation is not accurate for GaN/AlN systems, although it is reasonable 
for In0.2 Ga0.gN/GaN.
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Figure 5.16: Strain as a function of position along the central axis of a conical dot. 
Material: (a) GaN/AlN, (b) In0.2Gao.gN/GaN. Principal components of strain eu are 
labelled n; shear components are negligible. The values calculated from the FPG model 
are shown as solid lines. The Pan equivalent with no PZ effect is shown with squares 
and the Pan results with PZ effect by crosses; in both cases a zincblende (ZB) symmetry 
is used. The dashed lines show the Pan results with wurtzite (WZ) symmetry and full 
PZ effect.
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5.10 C om parison b etw een  P an  and W illiam s m ethods: 
electric fields for III-N  dots
A comparison was made between the Pan model and Williams et aVs isotropic Green’s 
function model[152, 153], which describes PZ and SP potential and field around a 
quantum dot. GaN/AlN and Ino.2Gao.8N/GaN systems were studied. Initially, isotropic 
elastic properties were used in both models, so tha t any difference between the two 
would be due solely to electromechanical coupling, which Pan takes into account but 
Williams does not. Anisotropy was then introduced into the Pan model, so that any 
additional difference between the two models due to anisotropy could be identified. The 
objective was to find out how important it is to include anisotropy in a model.
Following Williams, the stiffness of the matrix material and the PZ properties of the 
dot material (both set out in Table 3.4) were used throughout (see Section 3.6). The 
following adjustments were made to create an isotropic approximation to a wurtzite 
material:-
+  (5.46)
C i r  =  Ci|^4-2C44 (5.47)
W  =  C44 (5.48)
where Equation 2.11, which is a requirement of isotropy, has been used. Although an 
isotropic Cijjii was used, the PZ tensor was anisotropic and calculated using the full 
anisotropic following Williams. In the isotropic experiment a weighted average
of the a and c misfit strains was used (Equation 5.45).
The Williams program was tested by comparing its output for a thin slab with the 
analytical PZ field/potential for an isotropic approximation to a GaN/AlN quantum 
well; the values were in agreement to within 0.5%.
For the Pan-Williams comparison, a dot in the shape of a regular hexagonal-based 
truncated pyramid was simulated, as shown in Figure 5.1(b). The hexagonal base and
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top had sides of length 10 nm and 5 nm respectively and the height was 3 nm. This 
conforms approximately with the shape and size of GaN/AlN dots observed by Arlery 
et al[9]. For the anisotropic case the growth direction lay along the [0001] axis, as is 
common in these devices.
Figure 5.17 shows the F3 component of PZ and SP electric field as a function of distance 
along the dot’s axis in the [0 0 0 1 ] direction (Fi and Fg on the central axis are zero, 
because of the symmetry of the dot). The origin is at the base of the dot. SP field is 
shown as a continuous line, the Williams PZ field with squares. Pan PZ field (isotropic 
elastic constants) with triangles and Pan PZ field with full anisotropy with crosses. The 
difference between the Williams and isotropic Pan PZ fields is only 3%, indicating that 
the effect of electromechanical coupling is not significant (Suo et aVs coupling index g 
-  see Section 2.8 -  is 0.156 for Ino.gGao.sN and 0.267 for AIN, which is consistent with 
these results). Coupling becomes even less sigificant when SP field is added, particularly 
in the case of GaN/AlN. Anisotropy of elastic constants, on the other hand, makes a 
difference of 10% for Ino.gGao.gN/GaN and 22% for GaN/AlN (before SP is taken into 
account).
Internal field is the sum of PZ and SP fields. SP accounts for more than half of the total 
internal field in GaN/AlN systems, as Figure 5.17(a) demonstrates; the spontaneous 
polarisations of the two materials are significantly different but the misfit strain is small, 
giving rise to a smaller PZ field. In InGaN/GaN systems the spontaneous polarisations 
of the two binary materials are similar, so SP field forms only about 1 2 % of the total 
internal field, as illustrated in Figure 5.17(b).
Figure 5.18 shows the PZ and SP potential (rather than field) for the same system as 
depicted in Figure 5.17(b): a truncated hexagonal pyramid of Ino.gGao.sN surrounded 
by GaN, using the same symbols as before. This graph is qualitatively useful as it 
illustrates how the internal field modifies the band structure; electrons will gravitate 
to the lowest point and holes to the highest. However, it is less easy to interpret than 
Figure 5.17(b) as all the PZ traces look very similar, despite their obvious differences in
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Figure 5.17: (0001) component of PZ and SP field for a truncated hexagonal-pyramid 
dot, as a function of distance along the [0001] axis, calculated using the Williams 
equation (Os), using the Pan method with isotropic elastic constants (As) and using 
the Pan method with full anisotropy (xs). SP field is shown as a continuous line. The 
materials are (a) GaN/AlN and (b) Ino.2 Gao.8N/GaN.
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Figure 5.17(b). A difference of 10% in gradient is harder to see than a 10% difference 
in value. So the rest of this work concentrates on electric fields rather than potentials.
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Figure 5.18: Electrostatic potential as a function of distance along the [0001] axis of 
a hexagonal In0.2Ga0 .gN/GaN dot. The line denotes SP potential and the symbols PZ 
potential: Os for the Williams equation, As for Pan (isotropic), xs Pan (anisotropic).
5.11 C om parison o f th e  three m eth od s and conclusion
This chapter has compared the P an[104,102], FPC[51, 50] and Williams[152,153] meth­
ods of calculating strain and internal fields in quantum dots. The Williams method, 
which describes PZ and SP fields (but not strain), does not take into account the 
anisotropy of the material, which is an important effect. Nor does it bring in full elec­
tromechanical coupling. The FPC method does not bring in electromechanical coupling
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either, but it can describe cubic (but not wurtzite) anisotropy. Compared to the Pan 
method, it is simple to code and fast to run, but since it is based on a volume integral, 
field points inside the dot can be problematic. Pan’s algorithm is more complicated, and 
calculations are significantly slower. Pan’s method can describe an arbitrary degree of 
anisotropy, and includes full electromechanical coupling, but Pan ignores spontaneous 
polarisation, which is a much more significant effect in Ill-nitride systems.
The effect of electromechanical coupling on strain has been found to be small; its 
maximum value is about 15% (in GaN/AlN -  see Section 5.9.3), which is smaller than 
errors due to uncertainties in elastic and PZ properties of the materials (see Section 
4.6). The effect of anisotropy on strain is significant, as results in Sections 5.6.3 and 
5.7 testify; the effect of anisotropy on PZ field can be as much as 29% (in GaN/AlN 
-  see Section 5.10). Spontaneous polarisation should not be overlooked as it accounts 
for more than half of the internal field in GaN/AlN systems.
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C hapter 6
Strain interaction energy  
betw een point defects in Si
6.1 In trodu ction  and literature review
The Green’s function methods discussed in Chapter 5 were applied to point defects in 
silicon, by modelling them as quantum dots. The objective was to investigate whether 
strain interaction energy might explain the fast rate of diffusion of carbon impurities 
in silicon.
Boron is one of the main p-type dopants used in silicon devices. Implantation of B in 
Si by ion beam causes an excess of Si self-interstitials (extra Si atoms, not on lattice 
sites) [128]. Ion implantation also causes crystal defects, which are repaired by annealing 
at a temperature of about 800° C. B diffuses by kick-in and Idck-out reactions with 
such interstitials[33, 34], as illustrated in Figure 6.1. B diffuses particularly fast during 
annealing[128]. Diffusion of dopants is undesirable; the dopant profile needs to be 
kept sharply step-like, and this becomes more important as device sizes reduce. C is 
therefore added to provide a sink for the self-interstitials, inhibiting the diffusion of 
B[128, 117, 92]. But C itself diffuses fast[126]; it is even more diffusive in Si than B
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is[126]. Like B, C diffuses by kick-out and kick-in reactions with Si interstitials[137]; a 
Si interstitial kicks a substitutional C atom out from a lattice site, making the C atom 
into an interstitial, then the C interstitial “kicks in” , replaces a Si atom on a lattice 
site, as illustrated in Figure 6.1.
O  O----- O----- O----- O O----- O----- 0 ----- 0
0- 0 -----0 0----0----0----O
6 ------< > — 6 - — 6  kick-out o  Ô 0 ------ 6
Ô O O O
kick-in o — a
Ô O 0—0 Ô— O-----Ô Ô
o
Ô Ô Ô Ô
o
Figure 6.1: Two-dimensional representation of kick-in and kick-out reactions between 
a substitutional and a self-interstitial. The black dot represents a B or C atom in a Si 
lattice.
Models in which the C substitutional and the Si interstitial meet each other by chance 
do not account for the fast rate of diffusion of C in Si, unless an unrealistically large 
value is attributed to the capture radius (a fitting parameter representing the separation 
distance within which a reaction is inevitable[143] ).
Since the C atom is smaller than the Si, a C substitutional gives rise to a strain field in 
the crystal; a Si interstitial, being an extra atom, also introduces misfit strain, but of 
the opposite sign. Does the strain energy of their interaction imply an attractive force 
between the two defects which might help to explain the fast diffusion rate of C in Si?
One might think it would be difficult to describe a point defect in continuum elasticity 
theory, which takes no account of individual atoms. However there is an established 
body of literature on point defects in the continuum elasticity regime. One of the sim­
plest such models is the local force model, which places a pair of opposing forces along 
each axis[11] around the defect; this is equivalent to inserting a spherical inclusion 
into a spherical hole of initially different size[26]. Green’s functions and Radon[11] or 
Fourier[89, 124] transforms can then be used to calculate strain and interaction energy. 
A refinement of this, more suitable for the near field, is the “non-local” continuum
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model, which places an array of radial forces at the positions of the defect’s first and 
second neighbour atoms[26]. The forces used in this model are derived from the har­
monic lattice model developed by Bullough and Hardy[25]. All of these models are 
capable of describing an anisotropic material. At a distance r  of 10 unit cells from 
the defect, the displacement predicted by the local force model differs from that from 
the non-local force model by 10% [26] and as r  —s- oo the two values become equal. 
In the local force model the elastic interaction energy between two defects is propor­
tional to r~^[124] while the non-local force and harmonic lattice models predict a 7’“  ^
relation[65, 57]. The harmonic lattice model predicts that, for Cu, the interaction en­
ergy between two like point defects is negative when they are both lying on the (100) 
or (110) crystal axis and positive in the (111) orientation[25].
There does not appear to be any literature on strain interaction energy between point 
defects in Si as such within the continuum elasticity regime, but in this work the 
quantum dot model was used to investigate whether the strain energy is large enough 
to make any difference to the rate of diffusion of C.
6.2 T heory
Strain energy w per unit volume is defined as
~  (G'l)
where a, e and C are the stress, strain and stiffness tensors, the subscripts represent 
the three dimensions in space a sum over all values of repeated indices is implied. Total 
energy E  in a volume V is given by ^~ J (6 2)
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Assuming stresses and strains add linearly, the strain energy density due to two point 
defects is
=  + 4 M ? + 4 ? 4 ? )  (6.3)
The first two terms are the energy densities associated with single defects and are 
not affected by the presence of the second defect. The last two terms are the energy 
densities Aw associated with the interaction between the two defects. The total strain 
interaction energy A£? is therefore given by
A E = 2 y Qjw (4? 4?+4? 4?)
=  /  (6.4)
since Cijf i^ — Cf~nj.
6.3 M eth od
The objective was to estimate the total strain interaction energy between a Si interstitial 
and a C substitutional in a large Si crystal.
The Si interstitial was modelled by replacing a crystal unit cell of Si by a larger cube, 
and the C substitutional by substituting a smaller cube for a unit cell; thus the two 
misfit strains (see Section 2.5.4) have opposite signs. The use of a cube was arbitrary, 
but in the far field the shape is immaterial, as can be demonstrated by rotating the 
cube. The choice of size of inclusion was designed to be a compromise between the 
smallness of the actual point defect and having an inclusion large enough to contain a 
regular array of atoms so that the concept of a misfit strain was meaningful.
To calculate the relaxation strain the Pan[104, 102] method (Section 5.2) was used 
initially, but eventually it was decided to use the Faux[51] method (Section 5.3), which
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is faster and numerically more stable. The Pan method has no advantages for a non­
piezoelectric material such as Si. Si has a cubic crystal structure, which makes the 
Faux method suitable.
To model a point defect as a quantum dot it is necessary to define a misfit strain (see
Section 2.5.4), which is a concept that belongs more naturally to an ordered lattice
of atoms, and is not easy to apply to a single stray atom. The approach taken was
as follows. The unit cell with the Si interstitial contains 9 atoms instead of the usual
8 (taking into account that some atoms are shai-ed with neighbouring cells). The
unstrained volume of 9 Si atoms is therefore 9/8 of a normal Si unit cell. To find a
characteristic length, comparable with the lattice constant of Si, the cube root of the
volume is taken. Hence the misfit strain of the Si interstitial cell is given by
A 1/3
(6.5)-S i/ _ (*)
by analogy with Equation 2.14. The cell containing the C substitutional has 7 Si atoms 
and one C atom, so its total unstrained volume is taken to be (where a is
lattice constant), and the misfit strain is given by
jC ^  -  ( I 4 i  +  g °c) '  g
{ K + y c f '
The calculation involved two nested layers of numerical integrals; first an integral was 
performed over source points (Equation 5.17) to calculate the strain at a field point 
due to each of the two point defects, then the product of these strains was integrated 
over field points in a large volume containing the point defects, to calculate the total 
strain interaction energy in the crystal (Equation 6.4).
Three different orientations were modelled; first, with both point defects lying on the 
(100) crystal axis, then oriented in the (110) direction to each other and lastly in the 
(111) orientation.
Initially a cylindrical mesh was set up, becoming less dense with increasing distance 
from the sources (because strain oc r “ ^). However this approach was abandoned because
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the voxels (a voxel is an element of volume which belongs to a particular field point) 
became long and thin, so that the sample point was not representative of the whole 
volume. Instead a cubic mesh was adopted, as shown in Figure 6.2. For symmetry 
reasons it was only necessary to talce field points in 1/8 of the total volume in the 
(100) and (110) orientations (1/4 of the total volume in the (111) case). For the inner 
integral (to find the strain) Simpson weighting was used to increase the accuracy. For 
field points close to the defects, the mesh of source points was refined by a factor of 
three. The disadvantage of a volume integral (which the Faux method uses) as opposed 
to a surface integral is that the interaction energy is highly sensitive to the distance 
from a field point to the closest source point, so for field points inside the defect cell 
a uniform value was used for strain throughout the cell. This was based on the strain 
at the centre of the cell, calculated by the Pan[104, 102] method (Section 5.2), which 
uses a surface integral. This introduces an error of less than 8% in the total strain 
interaction energy.
In the model the field points extend 200 unit cells beyond the source points in each 
direction. To verify that the additional interaction energy beyond this region and out 
to infinity was insignificant, a computational integration was performed over an octant 
of a spherical surface of radius 100 unit cells, centred on the mid-point between two 
point defects separated by 10 unit cells, to find the total interaction energy in the 
spherical shell. This was extrapolated by analytical integration out to infinity, using 
the fact that A E  oc r~^ (and ignoring the slight change in angle between source points 
and field points as the radius increased). The outer region accounted for only 0.04% of 
the total strain interaction energy and it was therefore discarded.
For field points far from the source points, the density of field points was reduced to 
save computational time; the effect on the result was insignificant.
The material constants set out in Table 3.4 were used.
To verify the results. Dr. David Faux performed an atomistic simulation using the 
DLPOLY molecular dynamics package. He represented the C substitutional as a smaller
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Figure 6.2: Schematic showing the geometry in cross-section: (a) (100) orientation; 
(b) (110) orientation (where integration is over field points at > 0 in the quadrant 
indicated) and (111) orientation (where integration is over both positive and negative 
z values)
atom within the lattice, and the Si interstitial by enlarging one of the lattice atoms, all 
within a cube of 23 x 23 x 23 unit cells of Si with periodic boundary conditions.
6.4  L im itations o f th e  m odel
This investigation was intended to be an order-of-magnitude estimate, using a tool 
readily to hand. The continuum model used would break down at separation distances 
of less than say 10 unit cells between defects, because a defect consisting of a single 
atom has been modelled as occupying a whole unit cell uniformly (and as being a cube). 
Although the model takes account of the cubic anisotropy of Si, it cannot represent 
the anisotropy of the defects themselves (real point defects may exert unequal stresses 
in different directions). The model does not distinguish between the various different 
types of interstitial with different positions in the lattice[137]. It also assumes that the 
crystal is perfect apart from the two point defects.
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6.5 T esting th e  program
It was initially surprising that the sign of the interaction energy depended on the 
orientation of the defects (see Section 6 .6 ). To check that this was not due to the 
different meshing of the different orientations, a Si-like isotropic material was modelled 
with the pair of defects in the (100), (110) and (111) orientations. To do this Cu 
was defined in terms of C12 and C4 4 , using Equation 2.11. For a separation distance 
of 50 unit cells (where the orientation of the cubes would be insignificant) the total 
interaction energies of the three orientations were all positive and differed by about 2 % 
(see Table 6.1). The experiment was repeated, this time defining C12 in terms of the 
Cu and C4 4  of Si with Equation 2.11; once again the interaction energies for the three 
orientations differed by about 2%. The same was true then C4 4  was defined in terms 
of the Cu and C12 of Si. The interaction energies for the three orientations are given 
in Table 6 .1 .
Table 6.1: Interaction energies between a pair of point defects in three isotropic ap­
proximations to Si. The values are for different orientations.
Isotropic approximation Interaction energy (meV)
Cu defined in terms of C12 and C4 4  of Si 
C12 defined in terms of C4 4  and Cu of Si 
C4 4  defined in terms of Cu and C12 of Si
(5.2±0.2)xl0~® 
(2.40±0.03)xl0“® 
(4.24:0.1) xlO-G
6.6 R esu lts and discussion
Figure 6.3 shows strain interaction energy between a Si interstitial and a C substitu­
tional separated by up to 15 nm, calculated by the continuum Green’s function and 
the atomistic methods. Figures 6.4 and 6.5 show the same data, but on a log-log plot 
extending out to a separation of 100 nm. The continuum-model data point at a sépara-
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tion of 3 nm was included to provide some overlap with the atomistic results, although 
the continuum model is not reliable at this small separation.
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Figure 6.3: Strain interaction energy between a Si interstitial and a G substitutional 
point defect in a Si crystal, as a function of separation distance between the defects. 
Squares denote the pair of defects lying along the (100) crystal axis and triangles along 
(111). Black symbols are for the continuum Green’s function method and white for the 
atomistic method, v  has the defects at the corner of the unit cell and A at (1/4, 1/4, 
1/4) in the unit cell.
The quantitative agreement between results from the atomistic and continuum models 
is impressive considering the various approximations used. Both indicate that strain 
interaction energy A E  between a Si interstitial and a G substitutional for a separation 
distance d between defects of 10 unit cells (about 5 nm) is less than 0.04 meV. This 
value can be compared to fcT, which represents both a typical thermal energy and a 
typical range of thermal energies of individual atoms in a solid (assuming the Maxwell-
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Figure 6.4: Log plot of interaction energy vs separation distance, for a pair of defects 
in the (100) orientation.
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Figure 6.5: Log plot of absolute value of interaction energy vs separation distance, for 
a pairs of defects in the (110) and (111) orientations. All energies are negative.
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Boltzmann distribution). At room temperature kT  is about 25 meV, three orders of 
magnitude larger than the interaction energy. The conclusion is that strain interaction 
potential would be lost in thermal noise and does not play a significant role in attracting 
point defects to each other at room temperature. Even at a separation distance as small 
as 3 nm, the interaction energy is equivalent to a temperature of only about 1 K.
Both atomistic and continuum models agree that, for defects aligned along (100), in­
teraction energy A B  is positive (so defects repel each other). They also agree that in 
the (111) orientation (at least at d > 2  nm) A B  is negative (which implies that defects 
attract each other). The continuum model also predicts that the defects attract each 
other in the (110) orientation. This is consistent with the results of Masumura[89], 
Shaefer[119], Shneck[124] and others, all of whom use the local force model. All of 
these are studies of Cu, which has cubic symmetry and the same sign of anisotropy 
coefficient (C u — C12 — 2 C44) as Si, so would be expected to behave in a similar way.
The difference in sign of energy between the various orientations can be explained as 
follows. The total interaction energy is dominated by the contributions from field points 
inside the defect cell, very close to the source. The element of strain energy density for 
a field point inside the C substitutional cell is given by
(G'7)
as in Equation 6.4 (e^ stands for the strain due to the C substitutional and e(j for the 
strain due to the Si interstitial). At the centre of defect cell C, is a positive scalar 
multiple of the identity matrix. Thus the interaction energy Wcen at the centre of 
the C substitutional cell is
Wcen =  ( C i i  - f  2C 12) ( 6 .8 )
where is the trace of the tensor for strain inside the C substitutional cell due to 
the Si interstitial. (C n -f 2 C12) is always positive. The sign of Wcen (and thus of A B )  
is therefore the same as that of Tr , which is positive when the two defects are 
oriented along (1 0 0 ), a soft direction, but negative along the hard directions (1 1 0 ) and 
(111). This observation accords with the arguments of Shneck[124].
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The atomistic simulation found a large positive A E  (not shown on the graphs) for 
d < ~ ln m  in (111) orientation, in the configuration where the defects are at the corner 
of their unit cells. This agrees with the findings of Shneck[124j. The continuum model 
would not be valid at such a small separation.
The straight lines on the log-log plots imply that strain interaction energy is propor­
tional to d~^, which agrees with the literature on the local force model[124]. This 
follows from the fact that the strain Green’s function for a particular orientation is 
proportional to r~^, where r is distance from source point to field point. The reasoning 
is as follows. Consider one point source of strain at the origin and the other at (a, 0,0). 
The distances from these source points to a field point at (x, y, z) are given by
ri =  + +
T2  =  {{x -  aŸ  + y"^  + z^)^ (6.9)
Strain is proportional to Hence, from Equation 6.4, the interaction energy is
AE(ri,r2) =  J  A r ^ ^ B r ^ ^ d V
= A B  j { x ^ ' \ - y ‘^ -\r z ‘^ )~^{{x — a Ÿ -fy"^ + z'^)~^dV  (6.10)
Now if a is increased by a factor of s the new interaction energy is
AEs =  A B  J [(æ  ^+ y^ + z^)((æ — sa)^ +  2/^  +  z^)]~^dV  (6.11)
A change of variable is made so that
sX  = X 
sY  = y 
sZ  — z
AEs  =  A B  f l { ( s X f  + i s Y f  + { s Z f ) { { s X - a a f  + ( s Y f  + { s Z f) ] -h ^ d X d Y d Z  
= {s^s^)~^s^AE
= s~^AE (6.12)
Hence strain interaction energy is proportional to separation distance to the power —3.
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6.7 C onclusion
Two point defects in a Si crystal (a C substitutional and a Si interstitial) were modelled 
as quantum dots the size of unit cells, in a continuous medium. The strain interaction 
energy A E  between a Si interstitial and a C substitutional was found to be < 0.04 meV 
for separation distance d 5 nm. This indicates that strain interaction energy plays a 
negligible part in the diffusion of C in Si at room temperature. The potential between 
the defects is repulsive if they are oriented along the (100) axis, but attractive along 
(110) and (111). A E  is proportional to d~^. These results conform with those of a 
comparable atomistic simulation.
This continuum-elasticity, quantum dot model was useful for making a rough estimate 
of the strain energy of point defects, but it cannot be pushed too far. It breaks down 
when the defects are less than say 5 nm apart, and it does not describe different types 
of interstitial.
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C hapter 7
Conclusion
7.1 Sum m ary o f findings
Strain, piezoelectric (PZ) field and spontaneous polarisation (SP) in quantum wells 
and dots have been studied, with particular reference to InGaN/GaN and GaN/AlN 
systems. To model quantum wells, analytical expressions were developed for strain and 
internal field in single and multiple quantum wells with electromechanical coupling, 
and the ground-state optical transition energies were calculated using a numerical, 
effective-mass approach. For quantum dots the numerical Green’s function methods of 
Pan[104, 102], Faux[51] and Williams[152] were used to calculate strain and internal 
field.
The study of Ill-nitrides is dominated by an uncertainty of up to 50% in material 
parameters, particularly elastic stiffness and PZ constants. This has been shown in 
Chapter 4 to lead to uncertainty in the calculation of internal (PZ and SP) field and 
optical properties of quantum wells, and one can infer that the same is true of quantum 
dots.
Shimada’s ab initio PZ constants give the best consistency between published values of 
internal field and optical properties of quantum wells on the one hand and the author’s
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simulations of comparable devices on the other. It has been demonstrated that the 
more accurate way to estimate the PZ constants Cij of an alloy is to calculate the e^ 
of the binary compounds before interpolating between them. Although this is a simple 
point, it is an important one, and it is surprising that there appears to be no literature 
on the issue.
It was found that in both quantum wells and quantum dots the converse PZ effect (mod­
elled by full electromechanical coupling) is a relatively minor effect, and that in both 
wells and dots it is dwarfed by the effect of anisotropy of material properties. Sponta­
neous polarisation was seen to dominate in GaN/AlN systems, and even in InGaN/GaN 
it is a much larger effect than electromechanical coupling. Full electromechanical cou­
pling is what makes Pan’s model complex and computationally intensive, but Pan 
ignores spontaneous polarisation, which is much more important. The usefulness of 
Pan’s method for Ill-nitride quantum dots is therefore limited. A more useful tool for 
this purpose would be the Fourier transform method of Andreev and O’Reilly[7], which 
incorporates spontaneous polarisation but not full electromechanical coupling.
In growing InGaN quantum wells it is difficult to maintain a constant proportion of In 
across the well. It has been shown that a smooth In gradient in the growth direction 
does not have a significant effect on the internal field or optical properties.
Finally, the Faux-Pearson-Christmas model was used to study strain interaction energy 
between point defects in a silicon crystal, and it was found that the attractive (or 
repulsive in the (111) orientation) potential is too small to contribute to the fast rate 
at which carbon impurities diffuse in silicon.
7.2 Scope for further work
More work is needed to ascertain the elastic stiffnesses and dielectric and piezoelectric 
properties of GaN, InN and AIN more accurately; this could be done theoretically or 
experimentally but in the latter case there is the difficulty of obtaining consistent (and
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large enough) samples.
The Pan method is a powerful and widely applicable technique which could be used to 
model strain and internal field in a huge variety of systems with piezoelectric properties.
The strain dependence of the elastic[48] and PZ[123, 17, 139] tensors needs to be ex­
plored further and taken into account in future modelling of Ill-nitride nanostructures. 
The present work has ignored the presence of free surfaces at the boundaries of the 
sample, but surface effects can be significant [39, 87], and could be included in future 
studies of strain in nitride quantum dots. Single quantum dots were modelled in this 
work, but the interaction between the strain fields of an ai'ray of dots is im portant[72] 
and could be included in future work.
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A p pendix  A
P otentia l in an anisotropic  
m aterial
Section 3.7 tried to define an electrostatic potential in materials with an anisotropic 
dielectric tensor.
If we use Equation 3.11 to integrate the expression for field in Equation 3,9 the result
IS
V\ ELÉË
\^£ii (A.l)
At first glance this looks promising because if £n  ~  £ 2 2  = E33 we get back to the 
expression for potential in an isotropic material (Equation 3.5). However we must also 
check that if Equation 3.7 is applied we get back to the original expression for field, 
Equation 3.9. We do not. We get instead
Fi = - f  b f47t  J s  \ 2rir^Sii
4 7 t Js r 3 ------\ ,■ ^ 3 3  }
P - d S
P - d S
(A.2 )
(A.3)
SO  the expression for potential cannot be correct.
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One could instead try  defining potential in terms of a finite point e (Equation 3.12). 
We integrate along a path parallel to each axis in turn. The turning points are
t  =  ( e i , X 2 , X 3 )  
U  =  ( e i , e 2 , X 3 )
(A.4)
(A.5)
Equation 3.12 becomes
t  u e
0(x) =  y E  . dl-b y  E  . dl +  y  E  dl
lidli
F
X  t
K "
e,
K ' ^
XÇ /  eu { I l Ijdli
where
K =  - /47t Js P - d S
(A.6)
(A.7)
(A.8)
(A.9)
and the path integral is understood to be inside the integral in Equation A.9. We use 
the substitution
Hence
So
lidli — di?
(A.IO)
(A .ll)
/  R = i
J){x) = K
= K  
=  K
/ dR R=v?2eiii?3/2 + / dR + /
- 1
R—x^ + R = P
R=u“^
+
2633^ 3/2
- 1
/R=e^
R~iP
. £ 1 1  t j  £ 2 2  \ t  u j  £ 3 3  \ u  e
(A.12)
(A.13)
(A.14)
where x, t etc are the magnitudes of the position vectors.
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If we had taken a different path (e.g. integrated parallel the X3 axis first) the result 
would have been different. So the field appears not to be conservative, which does not 
make physical sense.
The conclusion is that there is no simple analytic expression for potential in an anisotropic 
medium.
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A ppendix  B
E lectrostatic field in quantum  
w ells due to  doping
This appendix describes the method used to calculate the electrostatic field in quantum 
wells due to p- and n-doping outside the wells. The field turns out to be negligible, so 
it was ignored in the final model.
There were assumed to be a number of undoped quantum wells separated by undoped 
barriers, with the whole ensemble sandwiched between an n-doped region and a p- 
doped region. There is a negatively-charged depletion region where the p-type layer 
adjoins the nominally undoped well-barrier region, and a corresponding positively- 
charged depletion region on the n-side. The total charge in the two regions is assumed 
to be equal and opposite. There is a potential drop across the depletion regions 
and the undoped regions.
(ppn was calculated by matching the Fermi levels of the doped layers using the equation
<Ppn{èV) = - k T  log (B.l)
[131], where k is Boltzmann’s constant, T  is absolute temperature (taken to be 300 
K), N a  and N d are the doping densities in the p- and n-layers respectively and is 
density of intrinsic carriers.
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The electric field Fn in the n-doped depletion region is given by
0
qN pz
£pn
dz (B.2)
(B.3)
where the z  axis is perpendicular to the layers, the origin is at the start of the n- 
depletion region, p is volume charge density, q is the charge on an electron and £pn is 
the permittivity in the doped layers (the permittivity was assumed to be isotropic - see 
Section 3.7). The electric field F^j in the well-barrier region is
Fw{^) — g(%)
The electric field Fp in the p-doped depletion region is
77 \  ?  [ ^ D ^ n  — N a  ( z  — Zn — Z ^ ) ]^p\^) — I
(B.4)
(B.5)-pn
where z-  ^ is the total width of the undoped well and barrier layers. 
The potential is given by z
(fpn{^) — J  F{z)dz  
0
and the potential change over the whole region is
J^ pn — qNp (1 +2£r Nji ^  I  ^  ^ f  riwFw I {p"u} d" 1) Ff) ^  r ZfiZyj I r ;
(B.6)
(B.7)'pn \ '^ w £b
where n-u, is the number of wells (the number of undoped barriers is -1-1), and Lb 
are the width of the individual wells and undoped barriers, and conservation of charge 
has been used:-
NpZn =  N a Zp (B.8)
Zn can be found by equating the expressions for (f)pn in Equations B .l and B.7 and 
solving a quadratic.
Figure B shows the p-n electric field and potential for the device described in Reference 
[23], where the active region consists of
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1. An n-doped GaN layer {Np = 2 x  10^ ® cm
2. Four GaN barriers of thickness 10 nm separating three Ino.2Gao.8N/GaN quantum 
wells of thickness 3nm
3. A p-doped GaN layer {Na = (5.5 ±  1.5) x 10^ *^  cm“^)
It can be seen that the depletion region on the p-side is wider than on the n-side, 
because the total charge in each is equal and opposite, and the doping density is 36 
times higher on the n side. In the undoped central region the “battlement” effect is due 
to the different dielectric functions of the wells and barriers. The potential is linear in 
the central region and quadratic in the depletion regions.
positively-charged 
depletion region
1
negativeiy-charged 
•depletion region
-2
—3
-4
n-doped
weils
and
barriers electric field
potential
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z(nm)
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Figure B.l: Electric field and potential due to doping
This idealised picture ignores two important facts. The first is tha t nominally undoped 
GaN has defects that make it effectively n-doped to the tune of about lO^^cm^^, The
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second is that at 300K only 1% of acceptors are ionised (the model described above 
assumed that all the donors and acceptors are ionised). How much difference do these 
points make? Let us make the crude assumption that all the holes have recombined 
with donor electrons which are distributed evenly over the well-barrier n-regions, at a 
density of Conservation of charge gives us
N d (r) = ^  (B.9)Zn-^ w
Then the electric field at the boundary between the p region and the nominally undoped 
region is Np( f^qZn+w> The potential drop over the whole system is
~   ^Zn-\-w {Zn+w T  Zp) (B.IO)
or about 0.1 V. Thus the electric field due to doping turns out to be about 10“  ^MV/cm, 
absolutely negligible.
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